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I. Introduction and Summary of Findings
Even in an economy still struggling with high unemployment and sluggish growth, employers are
reporting difficulty finding workers with the right skills and experience.1 Education institutions and
training providers are seeing enrollment spike yet are facing intensifying public scrutiny as growing
numbers of program graduates remain unemployed because their career choice or newly acquired skills
do not meet the demands and needs of employers.2 This mismatch of labor supply and employer demand
raises the question: how can government better assist workers in finding available jobs for which they are
qualified and in making wise decisions when switching careers and returning to school?
The answer, at least in part, is by providing quality information about job openings, occupational and skill
demands, and educational offerings. Good information can help:


Job seekers find available jobs more easily, determine whether and how their existing skills and
experience may translate to other occupations and industries experiencing job growth, and what,
if any, additional education and training they need.



Education institutions and training providers tailor course offerings to occupations and skills in
demand and track employment outcomes of their program participants.



Workforce development agencies guide job seekers on job searches, career choices, and training
decisions.



Policymakers and planners make investments in programs that align with labor market needs and
create incentives for program to do so.



Employers identify the current skills and knowledge of the regional workforce to fill vacancies
and inform business development decisions.
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State governments have an important role in analyzing state and local labor markets and providing job
seekers and other consumers with tools to guide career decisions. Interested in supporting states in the
Great Lakes region, the Joyce Foundation hired David Altstadt Consulting (“the author”) to launch an
inquiry to learn more about their recent successes and setbacks in delivering timely, useful information
and tools. In particular, the Foundation sought to find out whether states in its Great Lakes defined
region—Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin—have the capacity to



Provide unduplicated, comprehensive, timely job listings online to job seekers and other
consumers.



Analyze these online job listings to determine employers’ immediate or “real-time” occupational
and skill needs.



Conduct rigorous analysis of a range of governmental data sets to produce more detailed,
meaningful, and accurate understanding of labor market trends;



Design and deliver web-based career assistance tools that incorporate existing and emerging labor
market intelligence to guide job seekers in analyzing their skill gaps and potential career
pathways to occupations in demand;



Incorporate their job bank, labor market research, career assistance tools, and education listings
into a seamless, consumer-friendly website.

Through the inquiry, the author arrived at the following observations about the career assistance tools and
labor market research provided by Great Lakes states:
1. Most job banks omit a significant share of job listings posted online, hampering real-time
LMI analysis but likely making it easier to ensure quality control.
a. Some states have leveraged technologies and partnerships to expand the number of job
listings on their job bank, thus becoming a more comprehensive online resource for available
jobs in their area.
b. There are significant advantages and potential disadvantages to including aggregated job
listings onto a state job bank.
2. All states offer online tools to match jobs, skills, and careers, but some states have more
advanced and integrated tools.
a. All states provide online tools to help match job seekers to specific occupations. These career
information systems are all built on O*NET data, but their functionality differs greatly.
b. A limitation of most career information systems is in helping job seekers determine how their
skills and experience translate to other occupations, but two states have invested in “skills
transfer’ tools.
c. Skills transfer tools have shortcomings.
3. States spread job listings, career assistance tools, and labor market data over multiple
websites, making it difficult for job seekers, employers, and other consumers to know where
to turn for information.
4. Most states rely on traditional data sources to analyze the labor market due to a lack of
capacity and demand to conduct more real-time, multi-dataset analysis.
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a. Most of the Great Lakes states have made limited use of other sources of intelligence,
including job vacancy surveys, workforce surveys, or analysis of online job postings.
b. Moreover, Great Lakes states tend not to draw on multiple data sources to conduct deeper
labor market analysis.
c. Some states have been able to stretch, repurpose, or leverage resources to conduct deeper
analysis.
d. The influx of one-time federal money is providing an opportunity to expand the analytic
toolset of state LMI shops.
e. Great Lakes states are using LMI Improvement Grant funds to purchase licenses to real-time
labor market data and analytic tools as additional sources of intelligence about green job
demand.
f.

Some states are intending to use the analytic tools for other purposes as well.

g. Although the LMI Improvement Grants are making it possible to conduct additional labor
market research, they have not expanded the staff capacity of state LMI agencies.
h. What’s more, Great Lakes states say they do not have the resources to continue conducting
green job surveys and real-time LMI analysis once the federal LMI and stimulus grants dry
up.
5. State LMI offices focus their energies on different projects and different consumers.
6. Regional collaboration could help replicate best practices, but cross-state partnerships are
difficult to do.
7. Increased federal support and coordination is needed.

To help Great Lakes states increase their capacity and quality of career assistance tools and labor market
analysis, the author suggests that the Joyce Foundation consider the following grant-making strategies.
1. Adapt the Shifting Gears framework to initiate state policy and systems change in the
delivery of job information and services.
2. Provide seed money to build state capacity to address an identified research question,
integrate data sources, or develop/deliver new tools for consumers.
3. Build regional capacity, peer-learning, and coordination.
4. Support the use of labor market data by education institutions.
5. Educate federal and state policymakers and federal agency officials about the need for
enhanced state and local labor market data and tools.
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II. Memorandum Overview
The findings, above, and supporting evidence are described in greater detail in the following
memorandum.


Section III describes research methodologies applied by the author.



Section IV briefly reviews issues affecting state capacity to deliver timely, quality labor market
data and career assistance tools, as well as recent developments in the field.



Section V presents baseline information about the activities of Great Lakes states.



Section VI lists major findings and observations about the activities of Great Lakes states.



Section VII identifies potential grant-making strategies to support the work of Great Lakes states.

In addition, the memorandum includes an appendix section to provide background information


Appendix 1: Federal labor market data and career assistance tools.



Appendix 2: Private vendor products.



Appendix 3: Noteworthy recent activities by federal governments.



Appendix 4: Noteworthy recent activities by states (not in Great Lakes region) and other
proposed activities.



Appendix 5: Research methodology and annotated bibliography.



Appendix 6: Overview of federal and state stakeholder groups.



Appendix 7: Proposed reforms by subject matter experts.
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III. Methodology
The author conducted phone interviews and a literature review and attended meetings to collect
information about the activities of Great Lakes states and other developments made in the fields of labor
market data and tools. Information providers included federal agency staff, lead staff officials in state
Labor Market Information (LMI) agencies in the six Great Lakes states (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin) and other states, as well as other subject matter experts. An extensive
questionnaire was prepared for the interviews with the Great Lakes state LMI officials (see Appendix 5
for interview list, questionnaire, and annotated bibliography). Research literature, government documents,
and state websites were reviewed to gather additional information about activities by the Great Lakes
states, federal government, and private-sector.
The author expresses deep appreciation to state LMI directors and other individuals who provided
information and guidance for this project.
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IV. Background and Recent Developments
Several federal and state entities are involved in the collection, analysis, and dissemination of labor
market information and the development and delivery of career assistance tools. At the federal level, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the Census Bureau, and Bureau of Economic Analysis, among others,
produce data on labor market and workforce trends. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
produces data on education outcomes and maintains a national database of education institutions, while
the Employment and Training Administration (ETA) collects information about occupational skill
requirements, as well as the employment and training outcomes of participants in certain federally-funded
training programs. ETA also is the primary provider of career assistance tools, although other agencies
including the Department of Defense have developed services targeting their constituents. (Appendix 1
provides further description of selected federal data and career assistance products.)
These federal agencies engage states in a variety of ways to support the collection and dissemination of
data and tools. State education agencies, local education agencies, and postsecondary institutions submit
data to NCES on secondary and postsecondary enrollments, completions, and credential attainment, in
order to participate in federal assistance programs. State Labor Market Information (LMI) agencies
partner with BLS and ETA to support different functions. Through BLS, states are awarded labor market
statistics grants in order to survey firms and analyze unemployment insurance system records for
information about employment and unemployment of individuals, jobs and earnings by industry and
occupation, job openings and labor turnover, and mass layoffs. Through ETA, states receive workforce
information grants in order to disseminate labor market information (by maintaining a state labor market
information website, for instance) and augment data product development, including state occupational
projections; BLS eliminated funding and support for state projections in the early 1980s (Reamer, 2010).
Separately, through the Wagner-Peyser and Workforce Investment Act programs, ETA awards grants to
state workforce agencies to support a range of labor exchange and reemployment services, including a
computerized career information system that provides access to state job bank resources, institutions and
organizations that provide training, and state and local workforce information.
Historically, the federal labor market statistical system has been geared primarily to serve public policy
and research purposes, and less so the needs of decision-making needs of individuals, businesses, and
educators (Reamer, 2010). In fact, BLS started funding state LMI agencies as a way to support the
collection of labor market data needed for national economic policy.
Subject matter experts have cited major flaws and gaps in traditional data products and career assistance
tools. They have called for major new federal reforms and investments to address these shortfalls (see
Appendix 7.)
According to Reamer, 2010, federally-sponsored data programs

 do not sufficiently cover the topics and variables of interest, e.g., data on the attainment of
certificates and certifications.

 have sample sizes too small to provide adequate frequency and detail by industry, occupation,
and geography.

 collect or analyze data too slowly to provide immediate, actionable intelligence for labor
market participants.

 have difficulty incorporating the impacts of market changes, such as emerging occupations
and business births and deaths.
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 are in need of methodological improvements, for example, to more usefully project
occupational employment3 and to provide greater small area detail while protecting
confidentiality.
According to Vollman and Carnevale, 2009, federally-funded career assistance tools have not provided an
online resource for:


individuals to coordinate all their own activities related to career development.



individuals or employers to find all the education and training resources available in their
communities or online.



individuals or employers to find real-time information about supply and demand in their local
labor markets.



disseminating a nationwide list of job orders (e.g. federally funded job bank).



automatically engaging program participants (e.g. unemployment insurance claimants) in
immediate job search or job retraining activity.4

Since the mid 1990s, there have been several major developments in federal public policy and in
technology to make labor market data and tools more useful to job seekers and other consumers. Since the
Clinton Administration, federal public policy has been marked by promising investments and reforms as
well as setbacks and missed opportunities. Meanwhile, advancements in Internet-based technology have
opened up new ways to analyze the labor market and guide decisions of job seekers. These policy and
technological developments have affected state capacity to serve job seekers and other key stakeholders—
in good and bad ways.
Here is a brief, if incomplete, summary of major developments. For more information, see Reamer, 2010;
Vollman and Carnevale, 2009; and Vollman et al, 1995:


The Clinton Administration took some initial steps to develop an integrated, consumerdriven labor market information system, but the goal has yet to be achieved. Through
official reports submitted to Congress and legislative language in the Workforce Investment Act,
the Clinton Administration clarified that the LMI system should address the needs of job seekers
and employers, along with other consumers, and be governed through collaboration among
federal and state agencies with clear roles and responsibilities. However, progress in fulfilling this
mission has been stunted by “inadequate appropriations, an approach that is insufficiently
demand-driven, and too little interagency coordination guided by a common vision” (Reamer,
2010). For instance, the Workforce Information Council (WIC) was formed with BLS and state
LMI representatives as members; however, ETA is invited only as an observer and Census and
NCES have no involvement. (Reamer, 2010)
The Obama Administration has taken some good first steps. After a six-year hiatus, in July 2010,
the WIC has published for discussion a new draft annual plan that expresses support for an
integrated, aligned system. In addition, BLS recently formed a Data User Advisory Committee to

3
According to Carnevale, Smith, Strohl 2010, BLS projections methodology systematically under-predicts the demand for
postsecondary education and training.
4
The Obama Administration have invested in new tools, including the mySkills, myFuture tool and Healthcare Career Portal to
address some of these shortcomings.
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advise it around specific data programs. However, the federal government and states are still in
disagreement about the direction of certain data products. For instance, in the FY2011 budget
request, BLS proposed substantial changes in the Current Employment Statistics program,
including a reduction in BLS funding to states and a change in method and responsibilities.
(Reamer, 2010)




Limited funds have reduced federal and state capacity for data and tools.
o

DATA: After years of essentially flat funding, BLS and NCES budgets were cut in FY 2008.
As a result, BLS was forced to cut sample sizes and metro-area coverage for certain data
products. Under the Obama Administration, funding for BLS and NCES has returned to
previous levels. Other data products have yet to reach their full potential due to years of
underfunding. The ETA-managed Occupational Information Network (O*NET), which
gathers information about the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to perform a given
occupation, only can update occupational descriptions once every 7 to 8 years. As a result,
O*NET is missing emerging occupations and skills, among other limitations. The Local
Employment Dynamics (LED) program, a Census-run effort developed in the late 1990s to
link a number of large administrative datasets and provide new information about
employment and earnings dynamics at the county and sub-county level, is missing critical
demographic data. State capacity to conduct deep analysis of LED and BLS data has been
hampered by years of flat funding by BLS; labor market statistics grants have remained
essentially the same for years, at $85 million in FY2009, an average of $1.7 million per state
(Reamer, 2010).

o

TOOLS: ETA’s overall workforce information budget has declined precipitously, from $150
million in FY2001 to $51.7 million in FY2010. Workforce information grants to states have
fallen from $36.9 million to $31.8 million (Reamer, 2010). As a result of the steep cuts, the
Department of Labor abandoned several components of Clinton-era career assistance tools.
The Clinton Administration had invested in four tools for the America’s Career Kit:
America’s Job Bank, Talent Bank, Learning Exchange, and America’s Career Information
Network (ACINET). The only surviving component is ACINET, which provides a range of
information and tools to assist in career exploration and has been incorporated in
CareerOneStop.org. The Learning Exchange, which would have provided an online
searchable repository of education and training programs, was defunded in 2001 before it was
launched. Also halted was the Talent Bank, which would have provided employers with a
searchable database of job seekers who submit their resume using a tool that catalogs their
skills and abilities in a common language. Finally, the Bush Administration closed down
America’s Job Bank in 2007. (Vollman and Carnevale, 2009; and Vollman et al, 1995)

Federal efforts are underway to expand investments in job data and tools.
o

DATA: The Census Bureau has put forth a three-year plan to expand the reach and breadth of
the LED program. BLS has put forth a FY2011 budget request to expand the Occupational
Employment Survey to be able to do year-to-year comparisons on occupation-specific wage
and employment trends for the nation and among states. BLS also is in the process of
reinventing the occupational outlook handbook by changing the way occupations are
classified and by developing a web-based system for displaying the handbook. The
Employment and Training Administration (ETA), the Economic Development
Administration (EDA), the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) and the U.S. Census
Bureau recently collaborated to produce the Community Economic Development HotReport,
which provides user-customized, detailed information for local and regional areas on a wide
variety of topics from a multitude of sources. In addition, the Obama Administration has
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awarded new funding to several state consortia to measure green job demand and improve
labor exchange services through the Labor Market Improvement Grants ($48.8 million to 30
consortia of states).5 Several states also have or are expected to receive funding to track
employment and education/training outcomes of workers longitudinally through the
Workforce Data Quality Initiative (The Labor Department expects to award $12 million to up
to 12 states)6 and of P-20 students through the Statewide Longitudinal Data System program
(The Education Department has awarded $515 million to $41 states and DC since FY2006).7
States receiving funding through the most recent round (4th) of funding are expected to
connect their K-12 data systems to postsecondary education and workforce development data
systems.
o



TOOLS: ETA is continuing to add tools to CareerOneStop.org, most recently the Worker
ReEmployment Portal; Auto Worker ReEmployment; and mySkills, myFuture. In addition,
ETA has awarded funding to the American Association of Community Colleges to develop
the Healthcare Career Portal, which incorporates a learning exchange and career management
accounts. Finally, through the Tools for America’s Job Seekers Challenge, ETA has compiled
and posted a list of consumer-recommended job seeker tools on CareerOneStop.org.

The private sector is filling gaps and spearheading innovations in data and tools. Private
vendors have developed analytic tools for aggregating online job listings, aiding job seekers in
career and training decisions, and improving real-time intelligence of occupational demand and
skill requirements (see Appendix 2 for brief overview of private vendor products).
o

TOOLS: In lieu of a federally sponsored job bank, Direct Employers Association and the
National Association of State Workforce Agencies have stepped in to connect Job Central
(DEA’s job bank that posts job openings of corporate members) to the job banks of nearly all
states. Other firms, including Indeed.com, Simply Hired, and EmployOn, have developed
technology that aggregates Internet job postings onto their comprehensive job banks. Burning
Glass has developed resume analytic tools that help job seekers translate their skills and
experience into a meaningful resume and that help employers find highly qualified candidates
by scanning resumes posted online for matches on skill and work requirements. Finally,
Workforce Associates has a tool, Transferable Occupation Relationship Quotient (TORQ),
which uses O*NET data to determine which occupations that job seekers are most qualified
to switch to.

o

DATA: EMSI, among other firms, has developed tools that assemble multiple governmental
data sources for deeper analysis and presentation purposes. Other firms, including Wanted
Technologies and Burning Glass, have developed analytic tools that scrub aggregated online
job listings to capture real-time data on employer demand for specific occupations and skill
sets. With the use of Wanted Technologies analytics, the Conference Board has developed the
Help Wanted Online (HWOL) monthly reports, which provide a reasonably unduplicated
longitudinal time series of Internet job opening trends dating back to May 2005.

5

US Department of Labor announces nearly $55 million in green jobs training grants through Recovery Act:
http://www.dol.gov/opa/media/press/eta/eta20091439.htm
6

US Department of Labor announces more than $12 million in grants for states to build workforce databases:
http://www.dol.gov/opa/media/press/eta/eta20100532.htm

7

20 States Win Grants For Longitudinal Data Systems http://nces.ed.gov/Programs/SLDS/fy09arra_announcement.asp
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Some states have made advances in data and tools, including:8
o

Minnesota: Minnesota used ARRA funds to develop the Job Skill Transfer Assessment Tool
(JobSTAT), which helps job seekers transition from their current occupation to similar
occupations, by providing an analysis on skill gaps, available training options, and listings of
available jobs. In addition, the state conducts a job vacancy survey, which together with data
collected through unemployment insurance system is used to develop the state’s semi-annual
list of Hot Jobs, by region. The state draws on workforce information grant money to pay for
the job vacancy surveys.

o

Iowa Skillshed Analysis: Iowa conducts regular surveys of local-area workers to identify the
current skill and knowledge level of a regional workforce, and it surveys employers to
identify their in-demand occupations and skills. Iowa applies the Skillshed analysis both 1) to
attract potential employers to a region by showcasing the skills and abilities of the local
workforce, and 2) to uncover skill gaps of the local workforce to plan education and training
services accordingly. The research is funded through WIA discretionary funds and fees paid
by data consumers.

o

New York re-employment tools for unemployment insurance claimants: New York is
implementing a system that requires UI claimants to submit their resume to the state job bank
within a week of filing for UI in order to facilitate employer matches more efficiently. New
York has licensed with Burning Glass to use its analytic tool to build resumes, return targeted
job listings to claimants, and inform employers with an existing job order about qualified
applicants.

o

Northeast Consortium of States: As part of the LMI Improvement Grant initiative, ETA
awarded about $4 million to a consortium of northeastern states and other partners to measure
demand for green jobs and disseminate information about available job openings and skill
requirements to job seekers, educators, and other consumers. Among data gathering
techniques, the consortium is partnering with Burning Glass to aggregate, de-duplicate, and
analyze online job postings to determine skill requirements, occupational demand, and
“greenness” of available jobs. The consortium expects to be able to report the percentage of
jobs in a given occupation that are turning green as well as the percentage of skills within a
given job that are green. The consortium’s framework is expected to be replicable by other
states and for other industry sectors. The consortium has found that only 20 percent of job ads
list education and salary information, therefore limiting the reliability of real-time LMI data
gathered through the Burning Glass analytics tool.

o

Maine and Florida real-time LMI: The state LMI agencies are on the cutting edge in using
analytic tools to conduct real-time LMI and to assist employers and job seekers make
employment matches. Maine has purchases licenses to Help Wanted Online data series and
analytic tools through Wanted Technologies and Burning Glass. Florida uses HWOL and
TORQ for business recruitment and reemployment efforts.
About half of other states in their LMI Improvement Grant proposals included funding for
licensing the Conference Board’s Help Wanted Online database. Some states are contracting
with Wanted Technologies to access aggregated job listings and real-time LMI analytic tools.

8

Holm, Bergman and Prince, 2010, provides additional examples of state and local innovations, including: San Diego Workforce
Partnership; New York City Workforce Investment Board; Florida Agency for Workforce Innovation; The Oregon Employment
Department; The Conference Board (California is cited as one state using Help Wanted Online); The John J. Heldrich Center for
Workforce Development.
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V. Baseline information about Great Lakes states
ILLINOIS
Jobs tools


Online Job Listings: Illinois Department of Employment Security currently runs the Illinois Skills
Match System: http://ides.cmcf.state.il.us/, which consists only of job orders submitted by
employers. The homepage carries links to other job boards. Registration is required for job seekers
and employers to gain access to job listing.
o

Quality control: The job listings are reviewed for quality to eliminate fraud and those listings
judged inappropriate; job listings posted by recruiters who are just gathering resumes for files
are deleted. Duplicate postings are rare because the site only lists job orders. Job listings have a
default time limit, which can be altered by an employer as needed.

o

Job Matching: The job bank matches job seekers and job listings based on skills (derived from
O*Net), education level, wage, and distance from job seeker to job location as specified by job
seeker. The job bank does not match by industry, in order to facilitate reemployment as
different industries wax and wane. Job Seekers submit their work and education histories,
which employers have access when matches are made. The state is moving to a system that will
allow for resumes to be posted.

o

Real-time data analysis: Not yet (see note)

o

Future plans: Illinois plans to replace the existing state job bank with a labor exchange system
through America’s Job Link Alliance www.ajla.net, which will be hooked up to Job Central
www.jobcentral.com. The new system will allow job seekers to post their resumes.
In addition, Illinois has purchased a one-year license through the Conference Board, which
provides access to the Helped Wanted Online data series, aggregated job listings, and analytic
tools through Wanted Technologies. The state intends to supplement the job bank with the
aggregated job listings and to conduct research, including measuring real-time labor market
demand for occupations and skill requirements.



Career Information: Users have three sites to obtain career information:
o

The Illinois Department of Employment Security hosts The Illinois Career Information System
(CIS) http://ilcis.intocareers.org. CIS (registration required) provides information, videos, and
tools to explore occupations; tips on searching for jobs, interviewing, and resume-writing;
information about education, training, and financial aid; and assessments for matching workrelated interests with occupations, and transferable skills. For more information see:
http://www.ilworkinfo.com/Counselor_Corner_pdfs/CIS_QRG.pdf.

o

The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity hosts the Illinois workNet
www.illinoisworknet.com. Illinois workNet provides information, videos, and tools to explore
careers and assess skills and interests. It includes links to online job listings from Illinois Skills
Match and CareerBuilder.com as well as a portal that returns job sources/banks by zip code. In
addition, it includes career advice and education listings tailored by educational level of user.
WorkNet also has webpages for five industry sectors: agriculture, health care, information
technology, manufacturing, and transportation
http://www.illinoisworknet.com/vos_portal/Industry/en/Home/, each of which provide job
listings, information about training requirements, and career pathways. Regional snapshots and
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links to labor market information sources are available at
http://www.illinoisworknet.com/vos_portal/Industry/en/Home/lmi/lmi_abc.htm.



o

The LMI office (housed under IDES) operates the Workforce Information Center
https://illinois.virtuallmi.com/. Workforce Information Center provides links to job banks, a
search tool to find education and training programs, career exploration tools, occupational
profiles, and career videos. These resources are in addition to a wide range of labor market data
found on the site.

o

Skill Gap/Transferability tool: Illinois is interested in purchasing TORQ using ARRA funds
if procured by September 30, 2010.

Education Listings: CIS links occupational information to related education and training programs
within Illinois (by six regions) and throughout the nation. Education data is derived from several
sources, including Illinois Board of Higher Education, Illinois Community College Board, Illinois
State Board of Education, Illinois Dept. of Financial and Professional Regulation, Illinois Secretary
of State, and Federal Aviation Agency; The education listings are updated annually through a
survey to institutions.
In addition, workNet provides education listings tailored by educational level of user. The
Workforce Information Center provides a search tool to find education and training programs.



Integration of Job Tools: Several career products and services can be accessed through Illinois
Career Resource Network portal page at http://www.ilworkinfo.com/icrn.htm. The Workforce
Information Center and workNet also incorporate several products.

Labor market information


Website: There are two LMI websites.
o

http://lmi.ides.state.il.us/ carries latest information on program statistics and publications; the
site is not designed as a career information portal for job seekers.

o

The Workforce Information Center: https://illinois.virtuallmi.com/ provides available data on
wages by occupation and industry, jobs that are growing or declining, unemployment rates,
employers by occupation and industry, and employment trends. As mentioned above, The
Workforce Information Center also includes links to job banks, a search tool to find education
and training programs, career exploration tools, occupational profiles, and career videos.



Sources: The LMI websites disseminate traditional, governmental sources of labor market
information, covering demographics, economic indicators, education, employment, income and
wages, industry, labor force, occupations, and unemployment. Illinois had previously conducted a
job vacancy survey in 2004, but no longer has the funds. The state has used LED data on a limited
basis for specific research projects, including a disaster assessment study. Illinois has purchased
one-year license for Help Wanted Online to supplement the job bank with aggregated job listings
and to conduct research, including measuring real-time labor market demand for occupations and
skill requirements. LMI office is considering using the real-time analysis of job ads to help inform
long-tern employment projections.



Special reports: Illinois LMI publishes an annual report, Learn More Earn More, which highlights
occupations expected to provide the most job openings each year, organized by education and
training requirements. The report is produced in English and Spanish. In addition, the state is using
Wagner-Peyser ARRA funds to conduct a green jobs survey.
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LMI Improvement Grant: Illinois is a participant in a LMI Improvement Grant that is seeking to
modernize the national projections program, in order to improve and sustain states’ ability to
provide information on current and future industry and occupation demand. Nevada is leading the
consortium with Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New York, North Carolina, Texas, and Utah. The
project is expecting to develop new tools and training to allow states to routinely provide
information on current and future skills demand developed in the context of the O*NET
framework; provide enhancements to current tools and training and include features in new tools
and training to allow states to provide information on current and future demand of green
industries, occupations, and skills; and, develop a plan for efficient delivery of a multimodal
approach to projections training. The major result of this effort will be a modernized projections
infrastructure that enables the workforce system, education, and economic development partners to
have timely, comprehensive intelligence on the green economy to integrate into the labor exchange
system.

Capacity


State LMI capacity: LMI office has roughly 50 staff members, but staff levels have declined in
past few years through attrition. The office is dependent on BLS and ETA funding, but received
Wagner-Peyser funds for one-year contract with the Conference Board.



State LMI role and partnerships: The LMI office plans to provide real-time LMI data on skill
requirements to education institutions.



Regional collaboration: The Illinois LMI office suggests that Great Lakes states specialize in
certain research methods or tools, and share practices within region.



Federal role: The LMI office recommends additional funding to increase opportunities to expand
common databases and information platforms, and to allow for greater interaction among career
and labor market information staff within the Great Lakes region.
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INDIANA
Jobs tools


Online Job Listings: The Indiana Department of Workforce Development and its partner agency,
WorkOne, runs Indiana Career Connect www.indianacareerconnect.com, which consists of job
orders submitted by employers, as well as job listings aggregated from multiple sources, including
Career Builder, and directly from company postings; however, the site does not include data from
all large sources, such as Monster.com.
o

Quality control: The vendor performs daily analysis of the job database to ensure duplicates
are found and resolved in a timely manner.

o

Job Matching: Users can search for available jobs by a number of criteria, including by
employer, by education, by skills, resume criteria, and job number. The site includes WorkOne,
which provides users with more individualized assistance in finding employment.

o

Real-time data analysis: The state examines monthly job postings to identify industry trends
and frequently listed openings by industry.

o

Future plans: Through the LMI Improvement grant, the state has recently purchased a oneyear license for real-time analytic tools through Wanted Technologies to determine real-time
occupational demand, specifically for green jobs.



Career Information: Indiana Career Connects includes career services tools to help job seekers
research specific occupations, choose a new career, or evaluate their skills to find a suitable
occupation. When a user highlights a specific occupation, information is provided about average
wages and skill/educational requirements (based on O*NET); links to available jobs through job
bank by employer, wage-level, and/or region; and employment projections. The site enables users
to search for education and training programs, program completion, and other resources, such as
financial aid. Indiana Career Connects also has labor market information by area, industry, and
occupation; as well information for targeted populations, such as veterans, youth, and seniors.



Skill Gap/Transferability tool: Indiana uses TORQ for specific purposes and develops career
pathways reports.



o

TORQ is used (1) during rapid response events to assess whether displaced workers have skills
for occupations that are in demand, and (2) to boost economic development by generating
reports for prospective employers on the number of workers working in occupations related to
jobs to be created. The state pays for TORQ with funding from ETA Core Products and
Services.

o

The state LMI office produces quarterly reports for each region, called Up One Level:
www.hoosierdata.in.gov/nav.asp?id=203, which identifies potential career pathways from
lower-wage jobs that are frequently listed on Indiana Career Connect, to higher-wage, higherskill occupations. The reports list wage data and education and training requirements to qualify
for better jobs.

Education Listings: Indiana Career Connect lists education and training providers by key word,
provider type, provider ownership, occupation, program classification, qualification, and cost. The
source for the education listings is LMI group data. The state is currently evaluating the training
provider list on Indiana Career Connects for accuracy. Education and training providers are listed at
https://secure.in.gov/apps/dwd/crs/dwd_etc.
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Integration of Job Tools: Indiana Career Connects includes links to job listings, career
information, labor market data, education information, and other services. The career information
and job listings are particularly well integrated.

Labor market information


Website: Hoosiers By the Numbers www.hoosierdata.in.gov is Indiana’s repository of labor market
information, covering demographics, economic indicators, education, employment, income and
wages, industry, labor force, occupations, and unemployment. The site provides LMI data and
business searches by each the state’s 12 economic growth regions.



Sources: Most data and research is supported by traditional BLS data sources and O*Net.



o

LMI office publishes a list of 50 Hot Jobs (high-wage, high-demand occupations as identified
through 2008-2018 employment projections); The LMI office is currently updating the Hot 50
jobs lists with additional inputs from job posting activity extracted from Wanted Analytics. The
reports also will include more interactive materials and job profiles for the LMI website:
http://www.hoosierdata.in.gov/nav.asp?id=91.

o

Job listings on Indiana Career Connect are aggregated to develop the frequently listed jobs
reports. The report tracks the volume of new “internal” (non-spidered) job postings by broad
occupational category by month. The information is included each month in briefing materials
presented to Department of Workforce Development management in conjunction with analysis
of employment and unemployment estimates.

o

Indiana uses private vendor products on a regional level for specific projects or needs. The
state’s regional analysts use EMSI to generate regional economic reports, and IMPLAN to
conduct economic impact analysis (multiplier effect of opening and closing businesses in
region). The state recently signed a contract with Wanted Technologies to conduct real-time
LMI analysis of job postings, specifically for green jobs (see below)

o

Indiana had previously conducted a job vacancy survey as part of a 2005-2006 strategic skills
initiative, and is in discussions with Indiana University to conduct a new survey to get better
handle on short-term demand in occupations and required skill sets.

o

Also of interest, Indiana Workforce Intelligence System
http://www.hoosierdata.in.gov/nav.asp?id=206, which is supported by Joyce and Lumina
foundations, the Lilly Endowment, longitudinal grants awarded by U.S. Department of
Education and U.S. Department of Labor, is identifying education and employment outcomes
for specific populations, including UI claimants. Through the data, Indiana is determining the
impact of training, length of unemployment, sort of job obtained, and whether workers
relocated to get a new job, etc. The state is intending to do similar research on college graduates
by institution, and is considering replicating Washington state’s “Tipping Point” research,
which tracked employment outcomes of adults engaged in basic and postsecondary education:
http://www.sbctc.ctc.edu/docs/data/research_reports/resh_06-2_tipping_point.pdf.

LMI Improvement Grant: Indiana is part of a regional consortium with Michigan and Ohio.
Indiana LMI office is contracting with Indiana University to conduct a green jobs survey of
employers in targeting industries to quantify number of current jobs whose primary or related tasks
are green (based on Michigan methodology). In addition, the state purchased a one-year license for
Wanted Technologies’ analytic tools to scrub online job listings to determine current demand for
occupations; findings will be compared to the state methodology for short- and long-term
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employment projections. In addition, the project will use TORQ to identify career pathways for
displaced auto workers, by determining which green jobs have similar skill sets to auto occupations.

Capacity


State LMI capacity: In recent years, Indiana has experienced growth among the regional analysts
and advanced analysis teams, while the state has not replaced retired workers in the BLS program
areas. The LMI office relies on the University of Indiana to maintain LMI website and to conduct
special projects (i.e. green job survey and vacancy survey). The use of licensed software tools is
sporadic across the state as not all regions have the same access to TORQ, EMSI or Help Wanted
Online. The state uses some ETA Core Products and Services funding to cover the costs of TORQ.
Indiana LMI officials note that finding the best tool at an affordable cost from a private vendor
remains a constraint for states, especially in allowing access across the states counties and regions.
Indiana acknowledges the struggles of other states relying on third-party vendors for websites.



State LMI role and partnerships: The Indiana LMI office provides useful information for
economic development and education program development purposes, through the work of seven
regional analysts funded through formula funds and WIA discretionary dollars.
o

The analysts support economic development efforts of each region. They meet with WIBs,
chambers, and employers on a regular basis. They use EMSI and IMPLAN to produce
customized regional economic reports, and use TORQ for skills analysis.

o

The analysts also work with the local schools and community colleges to publicize the hot jobs
lists and career information.

o

The state LMI office seeks the input of regional analyst when crafting long-term employment
projections. The analyst give input on employment projection scenarios for industries based on
their on-the-ground knowledge.



Regional collaboration: Indiana would like to see the federal government support cross-state
collaboration, including data sharing.



Federal role: The state recommends that the federal government provide ongoing funding to LMI
analysis, rather than award only one-time grant money.
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MICHIGAN
Jobs tools




Online Job Listings: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Development and its
partner agency Michigan Works! operate Michigan Talent Bank www.michworks.org, which
consists only of job orders submitted by employers. The Talent Bank allows job seekers who
register on the site to post their resume and receive email alerts with recommended job openings.
The job bank does not include job listings through Job Central. The job bank provides an external
link to the state’s career information site, Michigan Jobs and Career Portal. The Portal links to
SimplyHired and Indeed.com websites for a default search for aggregated job listings in Michigan.
o

Quality control: Michigan Talent Bank staff partners with Michigan Works staff to ensure
posted job orders are legitimate and not duplicates by continually monitoring the job bank.
Issues that are found or reported are addressed by the Talent Bank staff and can include
removal of job postings. In addition to manual monitoring, database scans are run to detect
potential misuse of the job bank.

o

Job Matching: Employers and jobseekers are matched using employment availability
indicators, i.e. Full-time, part-time, regular, temporary, seasonal and internship. These
indicators combined with job objective, location, job titles, education and salary actively
connect jobseekers and employers. The advanced occupational search offered to jobseekers
uses O*NET coding to match occupation selections to job orders. Both job seekers and
employers can utilize the Job Scout and Resume Scout which automatically matches criteria
between the two parties and sends the information via email.

o

Real-time data analysis: None are currently available.

o

Future plans: The Michigan Department of Labor & Economic Growth, Bureau of Labor
Market Information & Strategic Initiatives (LMISI) has purchased a one-year license to Help
Wanted Online from the Conference Board with the intent of providing the state and the One
Stop Centers with current industry and occupational information. Through the agreement,
Michigan can access raw data compiled by Wanted Technologies if needed; however the
Conference Board’s data is cleaner and has fewer duplications. The state is purchasing HWOL
with ARRA funds through a grant set to expire May 2012. LMISI is looking for ways to
continue purchasing this information on an ongoing basis.

Career Information: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Development runs
three sites to support career exploration.
o

The Michigan Jobs and Career Portal www.michigan.gov/careers provides career information
and tools tailored to job seekers, employers, students, parents, and teachers. The portal provides
occupational descriptions, skills/educational requirements, and wage information, and
employment outlook for several occupations defined as “new and emerging.” The portal also
provides external links to CareerOneStop tools, supportive services, education and training
programs, and several websites listing jobs, including the Talent Bank, SimplyHired,
Indeed.com, as well as occupation/industry specific sites.

o

The Michigan Career Automated Researcher (MI-CAR) www.mi-car.org uses O*NET data to
support a series of tools that (1) assess work-related interests and values, and match job skills
with occupations; (2) compare skill requirements, wages, and employment outlook of one
occupation to another; (3) highlight occupations found in Michigan's six career pathways
(broad industry-based groupings of occupations that share similar characteristics and whose
employment requirements call for many common interests, strengths and competencies); and
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(4) display colleges that offer instructional programs related to the selected occupation. The site
also includes several external links to related resources.
o

The state LMI website has a tool www.milmi.org/cgi/career/occbyonetskillsselection.asp that
matches user defined skills to occupations, creating report on employment trends, wage,
available jobs by zip code and training programs; another tool
www.milmi.org/cgi/databrowsing/occCompareQSSelection.asp?menuChoice=occCompare
compares one occupation to another.



Skill Gap/Transferability tool: LMISI has reviewed TORQ and Minnesota’s JobSTAT but do not
have the resources to purchase or replicate tools.



Education Listings: The Career Portal provides external links to education and training program
web sites. The LMI site provides an alphabetical listing of Michigan postsecondary schools and the
instructional programs they offer (this information is obtained from the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System maintained by the National Center for Education Statistics). Information on
colleges and instructional programs found on MI-CAR is displayed through a link to the National
Center for Education Statistics' College Navigator.



Integration of Job Tools: Although there are links to/from Talent Bank and Career Portal, job
search and career information tools are not well integrated. There is limited labor market
information on the Portal. Work is underway to include an option in MI-CAR that will allow related
job openings listed on Michigan Talent Bank to be viewed by clicking a link within each MI-CAR
occupational profile. It is anticipated that this feature will be incorporated and fully-functional by
October 2010.

Labor market information


Website: The LMI site is Michigan’s repository of labor market information, covering
demographics, economic indicators, education, employment, income and wages, industry, labor
force, occupations, and unemployment. The site also includes some career exploration tools and
external links for more information. It also is a source of the monthly unemployment press releases,
publications, research reports, and workforce reports. Information can be obtained for predefined
regions, counties, MSA, workforce areas and statewide.
o



The LMI website is losing its hosting source, Ciber, in February of 2011. Nine other states in
the consortium are in a similar position as Michigan, although each are taking different paths to
resolve the issue. LMISI is working to secure another source to host Workforce Informer
because the consortium owns the source code and data. Additional alternatives are under
review; however, the cost to develop another host and the time required to get them up and
running is proving to be challenging. Cost is an important consideration because Michigan
does not have additional funds to build a new site or purchase additional hardware for selfhosting.

Sources: Most data and research is supported by traditional BLS data sources and O*Net. LMISI
used to conduct job vacancy surveys, but has redirected resources to develop and conduct the first
ever state Green Jobs Report
www.milmi.org/admin/uploadedPublications/1604_GreenReport_E.pdf. A second survey/report is
being developed for 2011.
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Special reports and analysis: Recent research completed aside from the Green Jobs Report (both
state and regional) include the following:
o

Michigan Hot 50 Jobs Brochure and Posters

o

Annual Planning Reports for the MWAs

o

Michigan Economic and Workforce Indicators (twice a year)

o

In-Demand Jobs by MWA

o

MiDash

Projects under development



o

Evaluation of the “No Worker Left Behind” program and its impact on the length of
unemployment after training.

o

Development of a useful tool/report using the information extracted from the Help WantedOnline data series from the Conference Board.

LMI Improvement Grant: Using the ARRA grant in partnership with Indiana and Ohio, Michigan
is working on an assessment of the changes that have taken place in the auto industry and its impact
on the workforce. Special focus is on the greening on the auto industry and the new skills and
educational requirements that employers require from the workforce.

Capacity


State LMI capacity: Michigan relies primarily on BLS and ETA for funding LMISI. Funding
dollars from these two grants have continuously declined over the last 10 years. Staff has been
reduced from 60+ to 39 over this time. Additional funds are obtained from the state’s workforce
bureau (WIA and Wagner-Peyser grants) to deliver specific projects such as the Green Jobs Report
or develop and host products like MiCAR. The LMISI bureau is involved in supporting other state
agencies on various ARRA-funded projects.
However, staff limits set by the state Legislature has hampered the Bureau’s capacity to undertake
such commitments. The Legislature requires that the agency has permanent (not, one-time) funding
before it will approve the hiring of full-time employees. As a result, LMISI pursues one-time grant
money sparingly. LMISI is struggling to maintain a skilled and experienced research staff.



State LMI role and partnerships: LMISI has numerous relationships with other state
organizations such as Bureau of Workforce Transformation, Michigan Economic Development
Corporation, the state’s workforce board—Council of Economic and Labor Market Growth
(CELEG), Career Education, Michigan Rehabilitation Services, the Commission for the Blind,
Unemployment Insurance Agency, Michigan workforce agencies, one-stop centers, and the
Governor’s Office.
These efforts result in such projects as:
o

LMISI staff work with local schools and community colleges to publicize the hot jobs lists and
career information.

o

LMISI staff supports local communities with regional labor market information and analysis.

o

The state’s “No Worker Left Behind” is supported with In-Demand Job information to assist in
placing enrollees into programs that will support employment once training is completed.
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o

Local workforce agencies receive quarterly planning reports to assist in planning and managing
office operations in support of clients

o

LMI Quick Reference Guide is provided to local workforce agencies to assist in educating new
staff in the wealth of information that LMISI has available and provides to the agencies and its
customer base.

Regional collaboration: Suggested steps to improve collaboration
o

Conduct regional meetings to exchange information and best practices and provide a forum to
encourage states to work together on projects and tool development. It would be a means of
sharing cost and resources to deliver projects and shorten development time.

o

Develop a stronger bond between the Great Lake state LMI bureaus through focus on common
issues, needs, goals and plans. Currently, state LMI agencies act too independently.

o

A consortium of regional states would be in a more powerful position to apply for and be
successful to receive grants.

Federal role: Suggested federal support of states to improve LMI initiatives:
o

The ETA or BLS should unify states under one website concept to host individual labor market
information rather than the current method of providing each state a few dollars to develop
maintain and update their own website for the purpose of disseminating information to the
public.

o

Assist states cutting-edge research in development of tools and services. Federal agencies are
too far removed from the issues and needs of the workforce to handle a state/region/community
level research projects. States best understand the local needs but often can not support the
efforts to bring a new concept to market.

o

Encourage strong regional coalitions (through incentives) to level the playing field between
cash-rich and cash-poor states (large and/or wealthy states vs. small or economically distressed
states) in order to provide more even access and distribution of information, tools and support.
This disparity widens during times when specific industries are in economic distress (steel,
textile, auto).
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MINNESOTA:
Jobs tools






Online Job Listings: Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development runs
Minnesota Works.Net https://www.minnesotaworks.net/, which consists of job orders submitted by
employers and Minnesota-specific listings of corporate members of Job Central. Minnesota
Works.Net allows job seekers who register on the site to post their resume and receive email alerts
with recommended job openings.
o

Quality control: Every employer posting an available job on the state job bank is verified
through the unemployment insurance records system to ensure that they are a legitimate
employer. Routine searches are done to insure that duplications are minimized.

o

Job Matching: The job bank allows registered users to set email alerts to get automatic updates
on relevant job postings. In addition, the state licenses with Burning Glass to use its resume
parsing and analysis software in order to facilitate matches between jobseekers and employers.
MinnesotaWorks.net allows job seekers to use the BG tool to match their resume to jobs and
allows employers to match their job posting to resumes.

o

Real-time data analysis: Currently, Minnesota uses a Burning Glass auto-coder to find the
ONET code for jobs that are entered into MinnesotaWorks.net, and reports this information as
part of the state’s federal quarterly report. LMI office has faced technical and administrative
obstacles to accessing job bank for analysis purposes.

o

Future plans: LMI office is interested in ability to analyze job listings in job bank to
supplement/improve accuracy of job vacancy and green jobs surveys. The LMI office wants to
use ARRA funds to use Burning Glass tools to analyze skill requirements listed in job
descriptions, which would allow the state to identify green jobs within given an occupation.

Career Information:
o

The State University System runs I-SEEK www.iseek.org, an integrated online tool, which
enables user to (1) match self-assessed skills to occupations, (2) research occupations, (3)
search for education programs by region, (4) search for jobs, etc. The information comes from a
variety of public agencies, corporations, and private organizations and is linked together in a
way that saves users considerable time.

o

The Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development runs Positively
Minnesota, which provides information for job seekers, business, and local government. On
the job seeker page, www.positivelyminnesota.com/JobSeekers/index.aspx##, Positively
Minnesota has tools to job searching, career exploration, and supportive services for specified
populations.

Skill Gap/Transferability tool: The state LMI Office developed the Job Skill Transfer Assessment
Tool (JobSTAT) www.positivelyminnesota.com/apps/lmi/ota/OccupationSelectA.aspx, which
matches user-defined occupation with occupations that have similar skill sets based on O*NET
data. The tool generates occupation-specific reports that (1) assess skill qualifications for new job,
(2) link to job openings on state’s job bank; (3) employment/wage trends; (4) education links by
region. The LMI office designed JobSTAT with ARRA WIA funds, as an alternative to purchasing
a license to TORQ. One-stops use tool to help jobseekers. The tool assumes that user is qualified to
do existing job. The LMI office intends to develop a second generation tool that would incorporate
skills that users identify as possessing whether through their identified occupation or not. Other
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states are considering replicating JobSTAT, but the LMI shop has limited capacity to provide
technical assistance.


Education Listings: JobSTAT lists education programs by region that are relevant to useridentified occupations. I-SEEK incorporates a search engine function that allows users to narrow
search for education and training programs by location, college type, degree offered, program
length, WIA certified, program schedule, and other special features.



Integration of Job Tools: Minnesota Work Net provides an external link to Positively Minnesota.
I-SEEK incorporates information on careers, education, and jobs on its portal. JobSTAT does the
best job at integrating occupation-specific information with jobs listings and education programs.

Labor market information


Website: LMI information is integrated into Positively Minnesota www.positivelyminnesota.com.
The LMI site www.positivelyminnesota.com/Data_Publications/index.aspx is Minnesota’s
repository of labor market information, covering demographics, economic indicators, education,
employment, income and wages, industry, labor force, occupations, and unemployment. The site
includes a data center, publications, and news room.



Sources: Most data and research is supported by traditional BLS data sources and O*Net. In
addition, The LMI office has conducted a job vacancy survey
www.positivelyminnesota.com/Data_Publications/Data/All_Data_Tools/Job_Vacancy_Survey.aspx
for the past 10 years per region, funded through ETA Workforce Information Grant. The time series
data is used for developing the state’s semi-annual list of hot jobs (called Occupations in Demand
report), by region, http://www.positivelyminnesota.com/apps/lmi/oid/. The state determines hot
jobs by comparing recent job openings from the job vacancy survey with the number of
unemployed by various occupations, calculated through unemployment insurance data. Those jobs
with the best prospects are those with relatively high numbers of openings and relatively few job
seekers (UI recipients).



LMI Improvement Grant: Minnesota is using LMI Improvement Grant to conduct a semiannual
Green Jobs report, based on its vacancy survey methodology; Survey includes follow-up phone
interviews with employers that (1) self-identify as offering green jobs or (2) that are in industries
likely to provide green jobs. The LMI office hopes the survey will enhance O*NET green job
listing (high-demand, new skills, emerging). The LMI office intends to conduct three or four green
surveys over grant life to capture longitudinal trends. And, the state hopes to purchase a license to
Burning Glass to analyze skill needs in job descriptions to identify green jobs within occupations.

Capacity


State LMI capacity: The state LMI office has been able to stretch and leverage resources to
develop the JobSTAT tool and conduct surveys and analysis. The state leveraged federal stimulus
funding for WIA to develop JobSTAT; ETA grant pays for vacancy survey. The state university
system used to support the job vacancy survey but cut resources due to budget constraints.



State LMI role and partnerships: One-stops actively use JobSTAT tool. LMI office supplies job
vacancy data to education institutions, which develop programs based on it.



Regional collaboration: The LMI office would like to see states share expertise and replicate tools,
but are concerned about the limited capacity to provide technical assistance.
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Federal role: The LMI office suggests that the federal government provide technical assistance on
replicating tools and best practices.
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OHIO
Jobs tools


Online Job Listings: Ohio Department of Job and Family Services runs Ohio Means Jobs
https://ohiomeansjobs.com/omj/, which consists of job orders submitted by employers and other job
listings aggregated by Wanted Technologies from multiple sources. The state partners with
Monster.com and Indeed.com. Ohio Means Jobs provides basic and advanced job searches. The
basic search is by keyword and/or O*NET code along with a radius from a location (zip code or
city). Some examples of additional advanced search criteria are company, job type (full-time, parttime, etc.) salary estimate, age of job postings, and site type (employer or job board). There is also
an interface to labor market information, particularly the Career Exploration Tool, which allows job
seekers to narrow their occupational choices by viewing average wages, related occupations,
projected openings, summary and descriptive information and then provides an immediate link to
relevant job postings or training options for the selected occupation. Job seekers may also register
to post their resume, which are searchable by employers. Ninety percent of one-stops now use Ohio
Means Jobs. Prior to the launch of the Ohio Means Jobs site in October 2008, many local One-Stop
offices did not use the state’s job bank, which only included employer submitted job orders. The
Ohio Means Jobs logo and branding has been adopted for use by the workforce development
partnerships across Ohio.
o

Quality control: Ohio Means Jobs attempts to eliminate duplicate postings as much as possible
by the use of technology that scans each job posting to determine if it is a duplicate posting.
Wanted Technologies scrapes/indexes each site at least 3 times a week, which ensures the site
maintains fresh data. Postings are scanned for keywords and content that are deemed
inappropriate (examples are spam, adult content, discriminatory language, violent content,
illegal activity, etc.) are not posted to website.

o

Job Matching: As mentioned above, job seekers are able conduct basic, advanced, and
occupation-specific job searches. In addition, job seekers can create profiles and resumes using
O*NET categories and then submit to the state’s resume bank, which collects resumes from
multiple job boards, including Ohio Means Jobs, Diversity, and Monster’s proprietary database.
Ohio employers are able to search millions of resumes at no cost, (inclusive of a 50 mile radius
of bordering counties, nearby non-Ohio major metros, and resumes from job seekers who have
indicated a willingness to relocate to Ohio). Some of the key search criteria available through
this tool are keywords, job tiles, salary, career levels, language proficiency, work status (fulltime, part-time, etc.), industry, occupation, and area.
Ohio has integrated into the Ohio Means Jobs the Project Hire program, in which businesses
gain access to ARRA-funded training dollars for hiring an unemployed worker. The state
highlights the resumes of eligible job seekers in the resume bank. Match rates are tracked
within SCOTI and the data is available via daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly reports.
Without the resume bank, Ohio officials believe that searching for qualified applicants would
be cost prohibitive for small and mid-sized companies.

o

Real-time data analysis: The system does not currently provide a real-time data analysis tool
capable of easily compiling more general trend and descriptive statistics about the current job
market. The state had previously reported quarterly trends through SCOTI, the old job bank
system.

o

Future plans: Ohio recently signed a contract with Wanted Technologies to use analytics tools
to generate quarterly reports about the job listings trends, by occupation, wage, region,
company, industry, etc. The state is developing an implementation plan to support the use of
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tools by local workforce areas. The plan includes the distribution of licenses, a training
curriculum, help desk, standardized reports, a process for identifying areas or topics for more
detailed research and analysis. In addition, the state plans to update the quick job post feature
on Ohio Means Jobs to highlight business that are green (see LMI Improvement Grant for more
info).


Career Information:
o

Career information is accessed through the Ohio LMI website at
http://ohiolmi.com/jobs/careers.htm. The site shares common branding with Ohio Means Jobs,
which carry links to/from. The Career Exploration tool
http://ohiolmi.com/asp/Career/JobTool.asp provides employment projections based on O*NET
by industry, occupation, and area; and, it includes wage, current/projected openings, skill
requirements, and crosswalks with education listings generated through Integrated Post
Secondary Data System.

o

The Ohio Department of Education also provide career information for licensed users through
Ohio Career Information System (OCIS) http://ohcis.intocareers.org. Currently, LMI provides
OCIS licenses for the One-Stop Offices across the state.



Skill Gap/Transferability tool: Ohio is considering replicating Minnesota’s JobSTAT program,
but needs to address how to adapt software and presentation of information. Similarly, Ohio is
looking forward to taking a thorough look at ETA’s my Skills, my Future tool.



Education Listings: Ohio uses the Integrated Post Secondary Data System as its source of data.
The data is updated yearly and are listed by economic development regions, not zip codes. Ohio has
incorporated private, proprietary schools in the system. The listings are tied to jobs listed through
the crosswalk between the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system and Classification of
Instructional Programs (CIP) system.



Integration of Job Tools: The career exploration tools connect skills, educational programs, and
jobs listings based on user-defined search criteria. The job seekers can select an occupation to view
average wages, projected openings, O*NET summary information, job postings and training
options. Ohio is working toward a single/integrated system that for any given occupation a job
seeker would readily receive job postings, job trends, salary information, career assessments, skills
profiles, information about available training opportunities, job videos scholarships/grant
information, and information about other special initiatives/programs.

Labor market information


Website: The state LMI website http://ohiolmi.com/index.htm is Ohio’s repository of labor market
information, covering demographics, economic indicators, education, employment, income and
wages, industry, labor force, occupations, and unemployment. The site includes core BLS products,
data tools, career exploration tools, education and job bank links, publications, tips, and news.



Sources: Most data and research is supported by traditional BLS data sources, O*NET, IPEDS, and
Ohio’s occupational projections efforts and other state analyses. Ohio maintains and markets the
LED data system, but given recent staffing issues, the LMI office has not been able to use LED for
more in depth analysis and research. Ohio also does not conduct job vacancy surveys; in pilot
efforts, it found the vacancy surveys are too difficult because of the state’s multiple metro areas.
The state intends to use Wanted Technologies’ analytics tools to generate quarterly reports about
the job listings trends, by occupation, wage, region, company, industry, etc.
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Special Reports: Ohio has 6 relatively recent reports or analysis. These reports are primarily driven
from analysis of traditional economic data series. Generally, they would not be considered a realtime data source. The reports include:
o
o
o

o
o

o
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What's in a Word: Maybe Your Next Job! is a job search manual with information on selecting
keywords for resumes and tips for successful resumes, job search, and interviews.
2010 Economic Analysis: A New Beginning reviews Ohio's employment situation, past
employment trends and employment outlook.
A Statistical Dilemma: New and Emerging Occupations discusses the difficulty of defining and
collecting data about new and emerging occupations, O*NET methodology for identifying
them, and the possibility of further study.
Business Resources for Ohio Employers provides links to online resources that can provide a
competitive edge.
2009 Health Care Employment in Ohio: Components of a Growth Sector previews health care
industries and occupations, education and training needs for key occupations, nursing shortage
issues, and the health care labor markets for Ohio's and the eight largest metropolitan areas.
2009 Workforce Analysis: Ohio & Pennsylvania's Five County Interstate Region provides a
summary snapshot of the area's economy and examines selected key economic and
demographic trends.

LMI Improvement Grant: Ohio LMI office received two LMI Improvement Grants.
o

The LMI office is partnering with Ohio Board of Regents to survey green education programs.
It has hired the Ohio University Voinovich School to survey schools and compare curriculum to
green skill requirements identified through O*NET (high-demand, new skills, emerging). The
state intends to hold employer focus groups to validate curriculum and skill requirements. And,
the LMI office intends to develop database of green education programs and link job listings.

o

Through the consortium with Indiana and Michigan, Ohio received a second grant to survey
2nd/3rd tier automotive business to determine future workforce needs and skills sets of workers
who may be displaced. The state LMI office has hired Case Western Reserve to conduct the
survey. The state hopes to determine what other growing occupations that auto workers would
be skilled to do. In addition, this grant provides the resources to conduct a green jobs survey for
the state.

Through an ARRA grant, LMI is collecting information that highlights green businesses and
training providers that conduct green training, and create tools that emphasize green jobs and
trainings on Ohio Means Jobs. Employers would be able to register as Green businesses; the WIA
eligible training provider list would be updated to allow training providers to annotate which of
their training programs are green.

Capacity


State LMI capacity: The LMI office is fully dependent on federal funds and over recent years has
shrunk to about half its maximum size. The office has adjusted through increased efficiencies,
particularly through automation. For ARRA grants, the LMI office additionally relies on university
partners or vendors to meet capacity needs. If staff and resources were more readily available, the
state LMI office would like to analyze unemployment insurance records to track and measure
performance of various state programs (i.e. employment outcomes of program participants). The
LMI office is particularly concerned about the decreased federal emphasis on developing national
and regional data systems and public domain tools.
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State LMI role and partnerships: LMI office trains one-stop staff and stakeholders how to use
LMI info/data, and expects to become the resident experts on Wanted Technologies’ analytics tools.
Ohio has a major effort going forward to enhance its LMI training goals through the use of webinar
technology. The LMI office routinely provides data support for initiatives of other state agencies,
with particularly strong ties to The Ohio Board of Regents (OBOR) and the Ohio Department of
Development (ODOD). The most significant recent projects are the development of an Ohio Skills
Bank Data tool for OBOR led initiative, participation on the OBOR Shifting Gears initiative and
joint work relative to the ARRA green pathways grant. Most activity with ODOD has recently
entailed data sharing/preparation relative to development prospects or other projects.



Regional collaboration: The report 2009 Workforce Analysis: Ohio & Pennsylvania's Five County
Interstate Region highlights LMI’s support for a cross state initiative. In the case of workforce and
economic development initiatives and prospects near state bondary lines, the state LMI office says
it would be advantageous to have common data systems to readily tap needed information. In
particular, the LMI office suggested that Census and BLS systems integrate information rather than
categorize it by arbitrary geographic boundaries.



Federal role: The Ohio LMI office recommends four actions by the federal government. First,
stabilize and increase funding. With current fiscal realities in government and likely retirements,
sustainability is a serious issue. Second, work cooperatively with states to define common LMI data
needs and objectives and how to achieve them. States greatly need a mechanism for more
collaborative, integrative and unified approach to meeting data needs across the country, yet
flexible for adaptation to state systems and business models. Third, support development and
sharing of generic/public data utilities or tools that can be readily incorporated into state systems
and state business models. Generally a much greater investment in technology at the state level of
design and delivery. Fourth, the state LMI office recommends that a central national website be
created to share data tools and research tools that may be transferable from state to state.
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WISCONSIN
Jobs tools


Online Job Listings: The Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development runs Wisconsin Job
Center www.wisconsinjobcenter.org, which consists of job orders submitted by employers and
Wisconsin-specific job listings from Job Central and America’s Job Exchange.
o

Quality control:


Duplicates: Duplicate job listings occur rarely in employer-entered job orders. However
duplications have occurred with jobs downloaded through Job Central and America’s Job
Exchange, as well as when employers contract with a staff agency, and both submit job
orders.



Fraud: Fraudulent postings are almost always caught before the job becomes active on Job
Center. Job order processing staff are trained to spot 'red flags' on job orders, and to
investigate the situation further by contacting the employer. Repeat offenses by the same
employer can result in the employer being banned from using the system. As a longstanding and well-known policy in Wisconsin, recruiters (staffing agencies and similar
entities) must provide the name of the employer they are recruiting for or the job order is
not posted. This is done to stop recruiters from posting orders just to build a resume file. In
addition, the state usually bans recruiters that abuse the Candidate Search feature by
contacting multiple job seekers with “opportunities.” If job seekers file a complaint, the
recruiter is investigated.



Removing old jobs: Every job listed has a remove date. If the employer has not stated a
deadline, the system automatically removes the job after 30 days. The system
closes/removes jobs each evening, based on the remove date. Staff and the employer can
also remove a job 24/7.

o

Job Matching: Job seekers and employers can use self-service tools to aid matches. The Job
Search feature allows job seekers to search for jobs in a number of ways: keyword, occupation
category (O*NET based), geographically, as well as by shift preference, work week (full-time,
part-time, etc.) and education level. Job seekers can set up favorite job searches and receive
emails with new jobs that match their search criteria. Job seekers also can create up to three
resumes/work applications, and have the option to be matched to employer's open jobs.
Employers use the Candidate Search feature to search for job seekers that match the employers'
search criteria. Employers can also set up favorite candidate searches and receive emails with
new job seeker profiles that match the employers' search criteria. The Candidate Search feature
allows employers to search by keyword, occupation category (O*NET based), geography,
willingness to relocate, shift preference, and education level. In addition, Job Center staff has a
tool to match job seekers to jobs posted on job bank, based on O*NET codes.

o

Real-time data analysis: The state does not currently conduct real-time analysis but is
interested in purchasing Wanted Technologies’ analytic tools.



Career Information: The Wisconsin Job Center provides links, tools, and labor market
information to support career exploration http://www.wisconsinjobcenter.org/jobseeker/default.htm.
It links to WISCareers which is a registration-only site run by the University of Wisconsin.
WISCareers has occupational and education information and tools targeted to youth and adults
http://wiscareers.wisc.edu/C_ClientHome/Home.asp?pagetype=ad.



Skill Gap/Transferability tool: None.
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Education Listings: The Wisconsin Job Center includes links to colleges, WIA eligible providers,
etc. WisCareers allows registered users to search for programs by institution and degree.



Integration of Job Tools: Tools do not appear to be well integrated.

Labor market information


Website: Wisconsin’s LMI site, Wisconsin Work Net
http://worknet.wisconsin.gov/worknet/default.aspx is the state’s repository of labor market
information, covering demographics, economic indicators, education, employment, income and
wages, industry, labor force, occupations, and unemployment. The site includes core BLS products,
data tools, wage comparison tools, publications, and other information.



Sources: Most data and research is supported by traditional BLS data sources and O*NET. The
Office of Economic Analysis within the department has a website http://dwd.wisconsin.gov/oea/
this website includes projections and other economic indicators. Wisconsin does not conduct job
vacancy surveys.



Special Reports:
o The state LMI office is conducting a census of nurses in Wisconsin to determine skill
requirements, injuries and work experiences of nurses. This information will be used to help
determine future supply and demand for nursing occupations and other research. The project is
being funded through the state nursing board with licensing fees.



LMI Improvement Grant: Did not receive LMI Improvement Grant

Capacity


State LMI capacity: Like other states in region, Wisconsin has faced staff layoffs and limited
budgets. The state uses contract workers in some situations to help meet the needs of customers.
Other organizations, including the Center on Wisconsin Strategy, continues to do labor market
research but face issues over the use of confidential information, issues of performing analysis
when removed from the data, and other issues that limit the effective use of third-party analysis; the
Labor Market Information Section has limited ability to measure or determine breaches of
confidentiality except after the fact.
o



If staff and resources were available, the state LMI office would like to conduct deeper analysis
of BLS products (namely CES and OES) to develop a guide that could help job seekers with a
“real-time” reemployment tool. The proposal would take month-by-month changes in
employment (provided by the CES estimate) and comparing those industries to existing staffing
patterns (using OES estimates) to craft a list of probable occupations that have been impacted
by the monthly changes of industrial employment. The user could then review their current
occupation in light of those occupational and industrial changes and determine which
occupations that are growing require similar knowledge, skills and abilities. The proposal
would require development of system/tool that is updated regularly with CES, OES staffing
patterns and O*NET data elements.

State LMI role and partnerships: The state of Wisconsin has created two units that are involved
in the preparation and distribution of Labor Market Information (the Office of Economic Analysis
and the Labor Market Information Section). Both units routinely provide data to local workforce
investment boards, by request, as well as other customers as needed. The level of ongoing
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information and support has increased throughout the past year. The services provided include the
following products and activities:
o

Act as information liaisons, analysts, consultants, and advisors to the state WIB and the local
WIBs, conducting special research on a variety of topics such as: industry focused partnerships
for regional economic development activities, in-demand occupations, demographic studies,
industry and occupational growth, wages and other demand-related issues.

o

Provide information by workforce development area about specific in-demand occupations, for
various educational and workforce training partners, such as technical college system and K-12.

o

Convey economic information to workforce development areas to support planning for
customer flow and required services and know duration of customer demands.

o

Act as a field staff for the state workforce development department on conveying workforce,
economic development, business activity, and program feedback.



Regional collaboration: Wisconsin LMI office noted that, while there are many benefits to sharing
information across state lines, it is difficult because each jurisdiction has different rules and
accepted practices. The LMI office suggested that one approach to help make collaborations more
feasible would be to advocate for a set of general guidelines and data requirements that could be
discussed and agreed to by different political jurisdictions.



Federal role: LMI office suggested that the federal government require a minimum staffing level
(full-time equivalent) for each mandated or negotiated program. Staffing decisions often require
input from multiple agencies and this can create friction when trying address budget and
administrative issues in light of contractual obligations with federal agencies.
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VI. Findings and Observations
1. Most job banks omit a significant share of job listings posted online, hampering realtime LMI analysis but likely making it easier to ensure quality control.
As part of their Workforce Investment Act and Wagner Peyser responsibilities, states are charged
with facilitating a labor exchange, matching job seekers to potential employers, and vice versa. One
way states achieve this purpose is by operating a job bank to disseminate job orders submitted by
employers and to alert registered users of potential matches, often based on job search criteria, job
seeker profiles, and, in some cases, resumes posted by the job bank. All six of Joyce’s Great Lakes
states operate job banks that achieve this core job order function.
Some states have leveraged technologies and partnerships to expand the number of job listings on
their job bank, thus becoming a more comprehensive online resource for available jobs in their area.
Several states have partnered with Job Central to gain access to state-specific job listings from its
corporate members. Illinois is planning to incorporate Job Central listings on its reconstituted job
bank. Michigan, however, has declined to partner with Job Central because of political opposition to
the posting of contractual jobs. In addition, some states have incorporated job listings posted through
Monster.com or Careerbuilder.com. An emerging best practice is incorporating state-specific job
listings that are aggregated from many different online sources, through “spidering” technology used
by Indeed.com or other private vendors. While some states have taken steps to provide links off their
job bank or career information site to job aggregators, only Ohio has fully incorporated aggregated
listings on its job bank, through a partnership with Indeed.
In gauging the impact of leveraging technology and partnerships, the experiences of two states can be
considered: Ohio and Michigan. Each state has roughly similar populations and economic conditions
(both have above average unemployment rates). Yet, Michigan and Ohio differ greatly in the number
of jobs posted on their job banks. Michigan, which only incorporates job orders, reported 26,756 jobs
on its job bank on September 17, 2010. On the same day Ohio, which incorporates job orders,
Indeed.com and Monster.com listings, and Job Central listings on its robust job bank, reported
143,045 jobs.
There are significant advantages to including aggregated job listings onto a state job bank.
First, as reflected in the example above, states are able to supply job seekers with a fuller list of
available job openings. Second, states have a richer supply of data on job openings to conduct realtime trend analysis of occupational employment and skill trends. Purchasing data series or analytics
tools (like Help Wanted Online, Burning Glass, and Wanted Analytics) takes resources, of which
states are in short supply.
The Indiana LMI shop currently collects data on the job bank, which it uses to identify frequently
listed jobs that have career pathway potential; the information feeds into the Up One Level quarterly
regional reports. Several states are taking initial steps through the Recovery Act and LMI
Improvement program to conduct real-time LMI analysis, but most of these efforts will end within a
year or so unless states obtain additional resources or re-prioritize existing funds. In doing so, states
are obtaining new intelligence, at least temporarily, without overhauling their job banks to contain
aggregated job listings.
Michigan has purchased a one-year license to Help Wanted Online data series through the
Conference Board; Indiana and Ohio are working with Wanted Technologies directly to utilize its
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analytics tools; Illinois has inked a more comprehensive one-year license to access HWOL and
Wanted’s analytic tools. Minnesota plans to use Burning Glass to analyze skill requirements listed on
postings on the state job bank in order to identify green jobs within occupations. Only Wisconsin has
no immediate plans to purchase real-time LMI data or analytic tools; the state did not receive a LMI
Improvement Grant.
There are potential disadvantages to job aggregating technology.
First, it is harder to control quality of postings. Indeed.com and other vendors purport their
capabilities to eliminate duplicate job listings, but their sites are still rampant with them because
employers and recruiters post the same job openings on multiple places online. Furthermore, not all
job aggregators are created equal. See Appendix 4 for a side-by-side comparison of the de-duplicate
job listings that Help Wanted Online and Burning Glass returned for the state of Maine. Obviously,
duplicate listings are less common on job banks in which the state only posts job orders submitted by
employers. Second, it is harder to eliminate fraudulent job listings, such as when recruiters are only
seeking to gather resumes for their files. States review the suitability of job orders; they cannot do
that for jobs aggregated by other sources.
In addition, aggregating tools miss jobs that are not posted online. Subject matter experts have
estimated that only 65-75% of vacancies are posted online.9 Although many vacancies that are
missing are in low-wage, high-turnover service sector occupations, some good-paying jobs are
typically advertised offline (trades unions traditionally fill construction jobs through their hiring
halls). Experts predict that 90 percent of non-service sector, non-construction jobs are posted online.
From a research perspective, analysis of Internet job postings cannot tell a complete story about the
labor market, if it is indeed true that a significant share of vacancies in a particular industry sector is
not posted online. As one potential solution, states could seek to fill the research gap by conducting
job vacancy surveys for targeted industries or occupations.
It is worth noting that some subject matter experts suggest the federal government build a robust,
fully-aggregated national job bank and the analytic prowess to perform real-time LMI. In that case,
states would be provided with state-specific job listings and real-time analysis.

2. All states offer online tools to match jobs, skills, and careers, but some states have more
advanced and integrated tools.
As a baseline function of their job bank, states facilitate job matches by enabling registered job
seekers to set criteria in their job search—typically, O*NET-based skills, education level, required
wage, shift preference, distance traveling to work, etc.—and receive email alerts about employers
that meet these criteria. In addition, states encourage job seekers to submit a resume and fill out an
online form listing work and education experience, which employers registered on the job bank can
view based on search criteria they set. Two states have taken additional steps to facilitate job matches.
Minnesota has purchased a license to Burning Glass, which uses sophisticated analysis of job
descriptions and resume language to match job seekers to employers, and vice versa. The tool
analyzes a job seeker’s resume to recommend potential job openings, while scanning resumes for
employers to recommend potential candidates for their job opening. Meanwhile, Ohio has developed
a massive resume bank, drawn from multiple job boards, enabling employers to search millions of
resumes, at no cost, for job seekers in or near Ohio or those who have expressed willingness to
relocate there. As an additional step, Ohio highlights the resumes of unemployed job seekers who
qualify for Project Hire training subsidies, making it easier for employers to find eligible candidates.
9

Author interviews with Jim Vollman.
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All states provide online tools to help match job seekers to specific occupations. These career
information systems are all built on O*NET data, but their functionality differs greatly.
As a starting point, states take different approach to honing in on a specific occupation. Typically, job
seekers receive a list of relevant occupations either by keying-in a job title (Ohio and Indiana tools) or
filling out a questionnaire about their knowledge, skills, and abilities (e.g. Michigan MI-CAR and
Minnesota I-SEEK). Either way, job seekers typically are provided O*NET-based information of skill
requirements of the occupation and BLS-based data on wage levels and employment projections.
Some states have enhanced online information about specified occupations with listings of available
jobs and education and training programs. Some state career sites, such as Michigan’s Career Portal,
simply provide an external link to public and proprietary job banks and to a listing of education and
training institutions. In contrast, Indiana Career Connect and Minnesota I-SEEK allow users to
search for education listings based on several criteria, such as location, provider type, occupation,
admission requirements, program length, program schedule, cost, and WIA eligibility. States obtain
information on education and training courses for a variety of sources (only Ohio and Michigan
specifically identified Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System) and typically received
updated information on an annual basis.
Ohio provides a more fully integrated career exploration tool, which provides wage and employment
trend information, job postings by area (through a link to the job bank), and training options by stateestablish economic development regions both for the specified and related occupations. The state is
working toward improving the system further by incorporating career assessments, skills profiles, job
videos, scholarships/grant information, and information about other special initiatives/programs.
Illinois and Michigan provide job seekers with comprehensive information for targeted industry
sectors and occupations. Illinois Work.net site presents individual webpages for five industry sectors:
agriculture, health care, information technology, manufacturing, and transportation, each of which
provide job listings, information about training requirements, and career pathways. The Michigan MICAR site provides similar information for occupations in state's six career pathways.
A limitation of most career information systems is in helping job seekers determine how their skills
and experience translate to other occupations, but two states have invested in “skills transfer’ tools.
Assistance with switching careers is particularly important in a down economy in which laid-off
workers need to pursue different occupations or industries. Minnesota and Indiana both provide
tools that generate a list of occupations that have similar knowledge, skills, and abilities (based on
O*NET) to the one a job seeker inputs. Indiana has purchased TORQ, which it uses specifically
during rapid response events to assess whether displaced workers have skills for occupations that are
in demand. Rather than purchase TORQ, the Minnesota LMI office has developed it is own tool,
JobSTAT, which allows job seeker to compare previously held positions to occupations with similar
skill sets. JobSTAT identifies potential skill gaps, recommends training options, and lists job
openings posted on the state’s job bank. ETA adapted the JobSTAT program in its recently released
tool mySkills, myFuture. To date, several Great Lakes states said they are assessing the functionality
of mySkills, myFuture before determining how it would be incorporated onto their career information
systems or used by local one-stops.
Skills transfer tools have shortcomings.
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For starters, TORQ, JobSTAT, and mySkills, myFuture are only as valid as the data collected through
O*NET. As mentioned previously, subject matter experts have expressed concern that O*NET may
not include the most up-to-date information about the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for a
particular occupation and often miss some emerging occupations altogether. To supplement O*NET
data, states could consider using real-time analytics tools to capture emerging and changing skills and
occupations, as the Northeast Consortium is attempting to do through the LMI Improvement Grant.
As noted previously, the Northeast states have contracted with Burning Glass to analyze online job
postings to determine skill requirements, occupational demand, and “greenness” of available jobs.
The consortium expects to be able to report the percentage of jobs in a given occupation that are
turning green as well as the percentage of skills within a given job that are green. The consortium’s
framework is expected to be replicable by other states and for other industry sectors.
Second, the tools assume that job seekers have the knowledge, skills, and abilities for their specified
occupation—nothing more and nothing less. The tools do not allow users to self-identify their
knowledge, skills, and abilities to take into account competencies they have acquired through other
jobs and hobbies, or remove competencies that they do not possess but are supposed to have for their
current occupation. In doing so, these tools do not accurately portray existing skills and miss potential
skills gaps that need to be addressed through additional education and training. Both Minnesota and
ETA are aware of this shortcoming and are interested in developing second generation tools that
allow for self-identified knowledge, skills, and abilities—if resources are made available to do so.

3. States spread job listings, career assistance tools, and labor market data over multiple
websites, making it difficult for job seekers, employers, and other consumers to know
where to turn for information.
As mentioned above, several Great Lakes states do not directly tie occupational information to
relevant job and education program listings, which if done would help facilitate better career
transitions and matches. What’s more, the states typically operate separate websites with bits and
pieces of useful information (i.e. the job bank does not incorporate career assistance tools; the labor
market information site does not include career assistance tools). This makes it difficult for users to
know where to turn to for information. It also suggests a lack of coordination across state agencies
and offices, which receive different funding and have different core missions to build parts of the
“career information system.” For instance, state LMI office receive funding from the Employment
and Training Administration specifically to maintain a website displaying labor market information.
In Illinois, separate entities host a total of five websites; Michigan has four sites. In both states, there
are three separate websites that provide career information and tools, including the site hosted by the
state LMI agency. Each also operates a stand-alone site for the state job bank. Illinois hosts yet
another site displaying labor market statistics and reports.
Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin each have three separate websites: a job bank, a career exploration
site, and a site for the LMI agency. In Minnesota and Ohio, the job bank is a standalone site, yet each
states’ LMI website incorporates job listings and career assistance tools. In Wisconsin, it is the job
bank that houses career assistance tools, not the state’s LMI website. Aside from the state job bank
and LMI website, all three states maintain another site for career information and tools (in Ohio, it is
specifically for K-12 students).
Indiana has made the clearest distinction of all states. Its job bank houses career information and
tools, while its LMI website only presents relevant data and reports.
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4. Most states rely on traditional data sources to analyze the labor market due to a lack of
capacity and demand to conduct more real-time, multi-dataset analysis.
Most labor market research conducted by Great Lakes states is drawn from the traditional BLSsponsored data products, ETA-funded state employment projections, and the O*NET system.
Through these data sources, states have produced reports examining targeted industries, high-demand
occupations (hot jobs list), and regional economies, among other pertinent issues. Although these
aforementioned federally-sponsored data sources provide critical basic research into the labor market,
their usefulness is limited by small sample sizes, significant time lags, and other methodological
problems (see page 7 or Reamer, 2010).
Some states have offered ways to improve the utility of traditional data products. Indiana LMI shop
has sought to improve the accuracy of employment projections by seeking the input of field staff who
are in regular communications with employers, chambers of commerce, and workforce investment
boards. The state LMI office provide field staff with a set of employment scenarios for a given
occupation, which they choose among. The state reviews these selections when setting the
projections. Wisconsin LMI office has suggested that BLS products could provide more timely,
useful labor market information if the data were analyzed differently. With proper funding, the state
would take month-by-month changes in employment (provided by the CES estimate) and compare
those industries to existing staffing patterns (using OES estimates) to craft a list of probable
occupations that have been impacted by the monthly changes of industrial employment. Jobseekers
could use the information to determine which growing occupations require knowledge, skills and
abilities similar to theirs. Wisconsin’s proposal would require development of system/tool that is
updated regularly with CES, OES staffing patterns and O*NET data elements.
Most of the Great Lakes states have made limited use of other sources of intelligence, including job
vacancy surveys, workforce surveys, or analysis of online job postings (as mentioned previously).
Moreover, Great Lakes states tend not to draw on multiple data sources to conduct deeper labor
market analysis.
The Local Employment Dynamics (LED) provides a more robust picture of the labor market by
connecting Census-gathered demographics data to traditional BLS data; however, states have made
limited use of the LED program. It is through job vacancy and workforce surveys that Iowa is able to
conduct its region-specific SkillShed studies (see Appendix 3).
Evident during the discussions, most of the state LMI offices are focusing on core activities for which
they receive funding to complete: BLS-funded data collection and ETA-funded dissemination of
information and employment projections. With declining resources and staffing levels, state LMI
offices explained that they do not have the capacity to collect new sources of intelligence (job
vacancy surveys), take full advantage of existing data sources for deeper analysis (LED,
Unemployment Insurance system), or develop or use innovative analytic tools to improve career and
labor market information (e.g., Wanted Technologies, Burning Glass, EMSI, TORQ). Finding the
best tool at an affordable cost from a private vendor remains a constraint for states, especially in
allowing access across the states counties and regions. Indiana is the only Great Lake state to use the
EMSI database to generate reports about regional economies.
Some states have been able to stretch, repurpose, and leverage resources to conduct deeper analysis.
Wisconsin’s state nursing board is using licensing fees to fund a census of nurses, which is expected
to help determine future supply and demand for nursing occupations and other research. The LMI
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office was awarded the resources to survey nurses about their skill requirements, injuries, and work
experiences.
For the past 10 years, Minnesota has conducted a job vacancy survey, tracking job openings of a
representative sample of employers by sub-state region on a semiannual basis. The state LMI office
currently funds the survey through ETA workforce information grant money, although the state
university system had previously contributed resources until the state cut the higher education budget.
The LMI office shares survey data with universities, which use it to adjust course curriculum and
offerings according to changing employer demand. In addition, the vacancy survey forms the basis of
the Minnesota’s “Hot Jobs” list. While many states generate a hot jobs list derived from employment
projections data, Minnesota’s LMI office crafts its list combining more timely, accurate sources:
vacancy survey findings and turnover data derived from BLS surveys of UI-covered employers.
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio have previously conducted job vacancies surveys, but stopped
for different reasons. Illinois lacked resources. Michigan repurposed funds to conduct a green jobs
survey. Ohio had piloted vacancy surveys but found them too difficult to conduct and undependable
because of the state’s multiple metropolitan areas. Indiana had previously conducted a job vacancy
survey as part of a 2005-2006 strategic skills initiative and intends to conduct a new survey to get
better handle on short-term demand in occupations and required skill sets.
The influx of one-time federal money is providing an opportunity to expand the analytic toolset of
state LMI shops.
Funding from the Education and Labor departments is enabling states to track education and training
outcomes longitudinally. But, time will tell if states leverage this to connect with the robust workforce
data from LED and BLS products, among other forms of intelligence, to gain a deeper understanding
of local and regional labor markets. Indiana has developed a data warehouse with federal and
philanthropic support to identify education and employment outcomes for specific populations,
including UI claimants.
Through its LMI Improvement Grant consortium, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio are expecting to
survey 2nd/3rd tier automotive business to determine future workforce needs and skills and abilities of
workers who may be displaced. The states hope to determine what other growing occupations that
auto workers would be skilled to do. Indiana intends to use its license to TORQ to identify career
pathways for displaced auto workers, by determining which green jobs have similar skill sets to auto
occupations. Drawing on Michigan’s previous research, the three states also received funds to survey
employers to assess their demand for green jobs and skills.
Illinois also is conducting a green job survey, through the use of federal stimulus Wagner-Peyser
funding. Minnesota is using LMI Improvement Grant funds to for a series of green job surveys. The
state has adapted its vacancy survey methodology, which uses follow-up phone interviews to gather
more detailed information from employers. In this way, Minnesota LMI officials hope to uncover
green jobs within occupations not traditionally considered green.
Ohio received a second LMI Improvement Grant to develop a database of green education and
training programs. The state intends to survey colleges and universities to compare curriculum to
green skill requirements identified through O*NET (high-demand, new skills, emerging), and hold
employer focus groups to validate curriculum and skill requirements.
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Great Lakes states are using LMI Improvement Grant funds to purchase licenses to real-time labor
market data and analytic tools as additional sources of intelligence about green job demand.
As mentioned previously, Michigan has purchased a one-year license to Help Wanted Online data
series through the Conference Board; Indiana and Ohio are working with Wanted Technologies
directly to utilize its analytics tools; Illinois has inked a more comprehensive one-year license to
access HWOL and Wanted’s analytic tools. Minnesota plans to use Burning Glass to analyze skill
requirements listed on postings on the state job bank in order to identify green jobs within
occupations/
Some states are intending to use the analytic tools for other purposes as well.
Illinois is considering using the real-time analysis of job ads to help inform long-tern employment
projections. Indiana is updating its Hot 50 jobs list with intelligence from job posting activity
extracted from Wanted Analytics (the jobs list had previously been based on employment
projections). Ohio intends to use Wanted Technologies’ analytics tools to generate quarterly reports
about the job listings trends, by occupation, wage, region, company, industry, etc.
Although the LMI Improvement Grants are making it possible to conduct additional labor market
research, they have not expanded the staff capacity of state LMI agencies.
LMI agency staff in each Great Lake state has been cut over the past decade as a result of years of
declining federal funding and recent state budget woes. The influx of federal funds has not resulted in
increased staffing levels to do the work. In fact, Michigan Legislature- prohibits state agencies from
hiring full-time staff to conduct projects paid by one-time grant money. As a result, the state LMI
agency is selective in which grants it goes after. Other states have relied on consultants and
contractors to complete LMI Improvement Grant projects. For instance, Ohio and Indiana have hired
university researchers to conduct green job surveys and other analysis.
What’s more, Great Lakes states say they do not have the resources to continue conducting green job
surveys and real-time LMI analysis once the federal LMI and stimulus grants dry up.

5. State LMI offices focus their energies on different projects and different consumers.
While each of state LMI agencies provide data and research to workforce boards, economic
development agencies, and education institutions, they have focused their energies on different
projects and different consumers. In doing so, some LMI offices have generated new funding sources
and have increased the use of labor market information by targeted consumers. Ohio and Minnesota
LMI offices work closely with their one-stop career centers by training one-stop staff how to use LMI
data (Ohio) or using skill-matching tools (Minnesota). Minnesota has also built a close relationship
with universities, a core audience for its job vacancy surveys. Illinois plans to provide real-time LMI
data on skill requirements to education institutions. Indiana’s LMI shop has a greater focus on the
business customer, with its staff of seven regional analysts (funded through formula funds and WIA
discretionary dollars) who conduct regional economic reports and economic impact analysis.
Meanwhile, Michigan LMI office developed the green job survey at the request—and with the
resources—of the Governor.
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6. Regional collaboration could help replicate best practices, but cross-state partnerships
are difficult to do.
The LMI offices suggested that each state build expertise in a given research and analysis area
(Minnesota: job vacancy and JobSTAT; Michigan: green job survey; etc.) and share across the region.
Replicating their innovations is problematic, however. For instance, Minnesota has offered it
JobSTAT program to other states but does not have the staff capacity to provide extensive technical
assistance. States also suggested that a consortium of regional states would be in a more powerful
position to apply for and be successful to receive grants; however, jurisdictional policies and practices
could prohibit states from working more closely together. As additional barriers to collaboration,
Great Lakes state cited disparate state data systems, as well as federal requests for data that emphasize
political boundaries over cross-border economic regions.

7. Increased federal support and coordination is needed.
Generally, Great Lakes states expressed a desire to maintain their autonomy while receiving greater
federal support—in the form of stable funding for LMI agency staff capacity, funding and technical
assistance for replicating best-practice tools and research projects, federal investments for the
development of a common cross-state LMI website platform and tools that states can adapt at will,
and incentive funding for states to work collaboratively across a region. While making a bid for
additional funds, state made clear that they are best suited to develop cutting edge research and tools.
In addition, state LMI offices want to see greater coordination between ETA and BLS, the two
primary funders of their work. For additional recommendations, see PDF: State LMI Director
Recommendations.
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VII. Options for Grantmaking
The author has developed a list of potential activities and grant-making strategies for the Joyce
Foundation to undertake in order to help Great Lakes states deliver better information and services to job
seekers, employers, and other consumers.

1. Adapt the Shifting Gears framework to initiate state policy and systems change in
the delivery of job information and services.
The Foundation should consider providing multi-year funding to states to facilitate a strategic
planning process on how to provide more timely and useful “jobs” information and services to
consumers. With the funding, states would form a career information group, comprised of state
officials representing the job bank, labor market information, workforce development, economic
development, unemployment insurance, and education, as well as consumers including job
seekers, employers, one-stops, and education and training providers. The group would be charged
with developing recommendations for state policy and systems change that lead to
a. Better alignment of the functions and activities of the state job bank, career information
services, labor market information, and education and workforce administrative systems;
b. The implementation/increased use of best-practice tools and services, including the
integration of aggregated job listings in state job bank, use of analytic tools to conduct realtime LMI on Internet job listings, and development of next-generation skill transfer and job
matching tools; and
c. The development of labor market research that collects intelligence from multiple sources
(including BLS products, LED, O*NET, real-time LMI, job vacancy/workforce surveys,
unemployment insurance records, and education/workforce administrative records) to address
critical questions about skills of state/local workforce, employer demand for occupations and
skills, and employment outcomes by education/training, in order to better guide decisions of
job seekers, employers, education institutions, and policymakers.

2. Provide seed money to build state capacity to address an identified research
question, integrate data sources, or develop/deliver new tools for consumers.
Barring a comprehensive, multi-year investment like Shifting Gears, the Foundation should
consider awarding competitive grant money to states to address a critical issue identified by the
Foundation. This could take the form of funding
a. The delivery of research that uses multiple forms of intelligence to determine the workforce
needs of a Foundation- or state-specified industry or occupation or to build a career pathway
framework for a targeted set of occupations;
b. The delivery of research to determine the extent that jobseekers are obtaining new
employment through job listing services;
c. The replication of Iowa’s SkillShed analysis;
d. The integration of multiple data sources, including unemployment insurance and
education/training records and labor market research (BLS, LED, real-time LMI, O*NET) to
address key questions about the education/employment experiences of laid-off workers (e.g.
industries or occupations entered, education and training received, changes in wage and job
retention, length of unemployment, etc.); and,
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e. The development of a web-based tool that incorporates job listings, career assistance tools,
and labor market research to assist job seekers and employers with job/skill matching.

3. Build regional capacity, peer-learning, and coordination.
The Foundation should consider taking measures to build the capacity of the Great Lakes region.
This could take the form of
a. Convening key state agency officials representing the state job bank, labor market
information, workforce development, economic development, unemployment insurance, and
education to discuss cross-state strategies and to facilitate peer learning for the delivering
quality, useful information to consumers;
b. Funding a multi-state research project to address a specified question;
c. Funding technical assistance in order to help Great Lakes states replicate best practice
research and service strategies developed within and outside of the region; and
d. Advocating to the federal government for cross-state data systems and providing seed
funding to develop systems.

4. Support the use of labor market data by education institutions.
The Joyce Foundation should consider taking steps to engage education institutions in using labor
market research and analytic tools to guide program planning decisions and to assess program
performance. This could take the form of:
a. Establishing a demonstration project, including one community college or university for each
of the Great Lakes states, to use labor market research to aid in program planning (e.g.
adapting program curriculum to incorporate emerging/changing skills identified through
analysis on online job listings). State LMI agencies would be brought in to support the use of
labor market research for this project, by receiving funding to use real-time analytic tools or
conduct job vacancy surveys.
b. Partnering with state higher education agencies to use labor market research in tandem with
education/workforce administrative records to measure program success, for program
planning and funding purposes. Similar to 2d, states would receive Foundation support to
integrate multiple data sources to determine employment outcomes for students in specified
education programs. The project could coincide with Shifting Gears initiatives to support
policy and systems changes that lead to improved student outcomes. State LMI agencies
would be brought in to support the use of labor market research for this project.

5. Educate federal and state policymakers and federal agency officials about the need
for enhanced state and local labor market data and tools.
State LMI directors recommended several ways that the federal government could better support
state efforts to deliver labor market research and services. The Foundation could convene the
LMI directors and other state officials to establish a list of priority recommendations and, then,
engage in an education campaign with members of Congress, state Legislature, and federal
agencies. To improve the impact of the education campaign, the Foundation should support LMI
and job bank directors in working to engage their Governor to advocate on the behalf of LMI data
and job tools. Potential priorities may include:
a. Federal support of cross-state data systems and collaborative research.
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b. Improved coordination among federal agencies that fund states to conduct research and serve
job seekers and other consumers.
c. Sufficient role of states on federal advisory committees to ensure state needs/interests are
considered in federal policy decisions.
d. Increased federal technical assistance and/or funding in support of states conducting multidataset labor market research, including BLS products, O*NET, LED, real-time LMI,
education/workforce records.
e. Increased federal support of common web-based career assistance tools that state can adapt
for their own purposes.
f.

Increased/stabilized federal funding of state LMI activities.
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APPENDIX 1
Overview of federal labor market data and tools
(Information adapted from Employment and Training Administration, 2010; Reamer, 2010; Vollman and
Carnevale, 2009; Cortright, Joseph and Andrew Reamer, 1998; as well as project websites).
The Federal Labor Market Statistics System (as conceived by Andrew Reamer)
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BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
BLS produces an array of labor statistics at the national, state, and local levels, including employment and
unemployment of individuals, jobs and earnings by industry and occupation, job openings and labor
turnover, mass layoffs, national occupational projections, prices, and consumer expenditures. BLS
provides funding and support to state labor market information (LMI) agencies, which gather jobs data
through firm surveys and unemployment insurance (UI) system records and forward them to BLS for
nationwide integration, analysis, and dissemination. Through the Mass Layoff Statistics program BLS
also funds states to collect data on announced lay-offs. BLS and the LMI agencies manage the
cooperative statistics system through the Workforce Information Council. A few of BLS-sponsored
products that collect information from employers on jobs and wages include:
Current Employment
Statistics (CES)
www.bls.gov/ces/

Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages
(QCEW) www.bls.gov/cew/

Occupational Employment
Statistics (OES)
www.bls.gov/oes/

Measure

Estimates of employment
levels, average hours worked,
and earnings trends of workers
on non-farm payrolls by
industry (450 classifications)
and geography.

Number of establishments,
monthly employment levels,
and quarterly wages, by
industry, at the 6-digit NAICS
level, by ownership sector, and
by geography.

Estimates of the employment
levels and mean and median
hourly wages in 800
occupations by industry (450
classifications) and geography.

Frequency

Monthly with annual averages

Collected Monthly;
Published Quarterly

Annual

Method

Survey; sample of 300,000
nonfarm establishments
employing a third of all payroll
workers.

Data collected in the process of
paying unemployment
compensation premiums by
more than 8 million employers

Survey; sample of 200,000
nonfarm establishments

Geography

States and most major
metropolitan areas

States, metropolitan areas,
labor market areas, and
counties

State and metropolitan areas

Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) www.bls.gov/jlt/ is a monthly survey that collects
data on job openings, hires, and separations. Data from a sample of approximately 16,000 U.S. business
establishments are collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics through the Atlanta JOLTS Data Collection
Center. The JOLTS survey covers all nonagricultural industries in the public and private sectors for the 50
States and the District of Columbia. Data is released on a monthly basis.
Employment Projections http://www.bls.gov/emp/ program analyzes historical data and information
from secondary sources to prepare 10-year projections for the future size and composition of the labor
force, aggregate economic growth, detailed estimates of industrial production, and industrial and
occupational employment. Projections are prepared through trends research and modeling. These data are
a basis for developing estimates of occupational requirements by industry, evaluating the future size and
quality of the labor force, and a framework for analyzing future problems of labor utilization.
Through the use of various data sources, BLS produces the Occupational Outlook Handbook,
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Occupational Projections and Training Data, and Career Guide to
Industries are produced biennially.
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CENSUS BUREAU
The Current Population Survey is conducted by Census under contract with BLS. CPS is the source of
monthly employment and unemployment statistics, including the various types of unemployment
statistics, and it is the basis on which the Local Area Unemployment Statistics are produced.
Local Employment Dynamics (LED) program http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/led/led.html
The LED program is a federal/state partnership between the Census Bureau and all 50 states that gathers
data on job-to-job flows—drawing together data on multiple jobs held by an individual and multiple
workers employed by an employer. This program links a number of large administrative datasets to
provide new information about employment and earnings dynamics at the county and sub-county level,
covering about 98 percent of all private, non-farm employment. The Census Bureau integrates statesupplied administrative data sets (Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, and wage records) with
federal employment records and self-employment tax records and Census Bureau demographic
information to provide insights about both sides of the economy—workers and firms—and the dynamic
interaction of the two. States receive 29 indicators for each county and major industry for each quarter.
LED provides data on job-to-job flows through industries, not through occupations. In this way, states can
use LED to determine the industries that unemployed workers are obtaining jobs and, the industries that
employers are drawing new hires from.
LED data are disseminated through three data tools that can be accessed from the Census Bureau’s Web
site: The Quarterly Workforce Indicators, Industry Focus, and OnTheMap.


Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/datatools/qwiapp.html are
derived from businesses quarterly reports of unemployment insurance wages and tax reports. The
Census Bureau merges the data from the states with current demographic information to produce
29 workforce force indicators; 8 are published publicly on QWI Online and 21 are provided
directly to states for research and analysis. Each quarter the data are refreshed and are current to
about nine months after the end of the quarter.



Industry Focus is an analytic tool that reports the top industries in an area, age and gender of the
workforce, based on eight quarterly workforce indicators:
o employment
o growth in employment
o growth in hiring
o number of new hires
o firm job change
o average monthly earnings for all workers
o growth in average monthly earnings for all workers
o average monthly earnings for new hires



OnTheMap http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/datatools/onthemap4.html is a web-based, interactive
mapping application that provides annually updated information on commuting patterns with
companion reports on workforce characteristics, including on their age, earnings, industry
distributions, and local workforce indicators. The user can select a geographic area displayed at
census block level.
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION
The Employment and Training Administration funds and/or operates career guidance tools, including
O*NET and CareerOneStop, which has integrated America’s Career Info Net. In 2007, ETA
discontinued the federally-funded America’s Job Bank. ETA provides funds to states to produce state
(and sub-state) employment projections.
Occupational Information Network (O*NET) www.onetcenter.org/ is the nation's primary source of
information about the tasks individuals carry out at work and the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed
to perform on the job. O*NET has descriptions of more than 800 occupations, based on the Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) system. Central to the project is the O*NET database, containing
information on hundreds of standardized and occupation-specific descriptors. The database is continually
updated by surveying a broad range of workers from each occupation. O*NET is being developed through
a grant to the North Carolina Employment Security Commission. It has replaced the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT). Information from this database forms the heart of O*NET OnLine
(http://online.onetcenter.org), an interactive application for exploring and searching occupations. The
database also provides the basis for our Career Exploration Tools, a set of assessment instruments for
workers and students looking to find or change careers.
CareerOneStop www.careeronestop.org/ provides national, state and local career, labor market, and
workforce information using online tools, videos, and maps to a range of local services for job seekers,
students, businesses, and career professionals. Particular topics of information include career exploration,
job search, salaries and benefits, resumes and interviews, education and training, and starting a business.
Data comes from a variety of federal and state sources, including BLS and O*NET; the U.S. Department
of Education; the Bureau of Economic Analysis; Census; and other federal, state, and private institutions.
CareerOneStop includes America's Career InfoNet and America's Service Locator. The site provides links
to state job banks; America’s Job Bank ceased operations on July 1, 2007. Career Voyages.org was closed
on March 31, 2010; career information for students, parents, and career counselors has been integrated on
CareerOneStop's Students and Career Advisors section.



America’s CareerInfoNet (ACINET) www.careerinfonet.org displays a variety of tools and
information to assist in career exploration, including nationwide wage data; national and state
industry and occupational projections; a searchable database of licensed occupations throughout
the US with summaries of the licensing requirements and links to the appropriate state licensing
agencies; a scholarship and financial aid database and search tool; a training program database; a
career resource library organized by occupation and industry drawing together thousands of webbased resources from public and private sources; a skills profiler and gap analysis tool that allows
individuals to determine what jobs their current skill sets allow that to qualify for and what, if
any, gaps exist; occupation and industry videos; and s searchable database of employers
organized by industries and by the types of occupations they normally employ.



America’s Service Locator www.servicelocator.org/ displays information about unemployment
benefits; federally funded employment training; state services; contact information for workforce
investment boards, employment services offices, libraries, community colleges, and local
employers; and additional national resources on employment, housing, community service.



Worker ReEmployment Portal http://careeronestop.org/reemployment/ is designed to assist
impacted workers following job loss, and to connect laid-off workers to needed resources for
training, reemployment, career planning, financial and emotional help during the process of job
transition.



Auto Worker ReEmployment http://careeronestop.org/reemployment/auto/ provides quick access
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to vital resources for laid-off auto workers. Workers in Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and
other states can find quick links to their state’s resources for unemployment benefits, healthcare
options, financial assistance, job search assistance, and more.


mySkills, myFuture http://myskillsmyfuture.org/ enables job seekers and intermediaries to match
a worker’s occupational skills and experiences with the skills needed in other occupations, in
order to enhance their career mobility. mySkills, myFuture is designed for use as either a self-help
tool or with the assistance of expert advisors (see Appendix 3 more information).

America’s Learning Exchange www.alx.org (discontinued): In the 1990s, the U.S. Department of Labor
led an effort to design a national learning exchange, to provide an online searchable repository of
education and training programs. DOL defunded the effort in 2001.
Since then, unsolicited proposals to recreate ALX have been presented to both Labor and Education
departments by a consortium led by the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system and American
Association of Community Colleges. More recently, some subject matter experts have recommended that
the Education Department, in collaboration with Labor and Defense, take the lead in recreating ALX
(Vollman and Carnevale, 2009). Much of the effort to create a code base and a detailed taxonomy for
classifying course and linking them to skills
required by individual occupations has been preserved. The experts recommend that the new ALX be
integrated with government funded systems through CareerOneStop and with Job Central, a labor
exchange in partnership with the National Association of State Workforce Agencies and corporate
members.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS
NCES produces or finances a variety of labor market-relevant data products on secondary and
postsecondary enrollments, completions, and credential attainment. State education agencies, local
education agencies, and postsecondary institutions submit data to NCES typically as a requirement of
participation in federal assistance programs.
Integrated Post-Secondary Education Data System (IPEDS) http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/
IPEDS is a single, comprehensive data collection program for all identified institutions whose primary
purpose is to provide post-secondary education, including baccalaureate or higher degree granting
institutions, two-year award institutions, and less-than-two-year institutions whose awards usually result
in terminal occupational awards or are creditable toward a formal two-year or higher award (vocational
and adult basic education programs are excluded). Each of these three categories is further disaggregated
by public, private non-profit, and private for-profit status, resulting in nine institutional categories or
sectors. The NCES survey program at the post-secondary education level provides statistical information
used by planners, policymakers, and educators in addressing a multitude of issues including workforce
development.
The Statewide Longitudinal Data Systems (SLDS) Grant Program http://nces.ed.gov/programs/slds/
is generating a database on everyone who is educated in the United States. As authorized by the
Educational Technical Assistance Act of 2002, Title II of the statute that created the Institute of Education
Sciences (IES), SLDS is designed to aid state education agencies in developing and implementing
longitudinal data systems. These systems are intended to enhance the ability of states to efficiently and
accurately manage, analyze, and use education data, including individual student records. The data
systems developed with funds from these grants should help states, districts, schools, and teachers make
data-driven decisions to improve student learning, as well as facilitate research to increase student
achievement and close achievement gaps. Forty-one states and the District of Columbia have received
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NCES grants, totaling $515 million since FY2006. The first two rounds of funding went to states to build
K-12 longitudinal data systems. In round 3, states were required to integrate their K-12 data system to
either their postsecondary or workforce data systems. In round 4, states are expected to build a fully
integrated P-20 + workforce data system. NCES and ETA are encouraging the matching of worker job,
wage, and training history with academic history.
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APPENDIX 2
Overview of selected private vendor products
Information adapted from ETA, 2010; Holm, Bergman, and Prince, 2010; Vollman and Carnevale, 2009;
and vendor websites.
A comprehensive list of tools has been compiled by U.S. Department of Labor through the Tools for
America's Job Seekers Challenge available at www.careeronestop.org/jobseekertools
LMI data
aggregator
Burning Glass

LMI data
generator

Job listings
aggregator

Career info

Skills match
tool

X (from jobs)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EMSI
Geo Solutions

X

X

X (from jobs)

X

X

ImPlan
Indeed

X

Job Central
X (survey)

Manpower

X

Monster
X

REMI
Simply Hired

X (from jobs)

X

TORQ
Wanted Tech/
HWOL

X (from jobs)

X

X

Burning Glass uses analytic tools to extract key information from online job postings, including skill
requirements, degree and credential preferences, to generate real-time labor market information about
employer demand by occupations, knowledge, and skills. The job postings are aggregated by EmployOn,
which Burning Glass recently purchased. The same technology is used to build and evaluate resumes of
job seekers. BG provides customizable information and guidance for employers, job seekers, and
education and workforce development professionals.


Tools analyzing real-time job openings to identify occupations in demand (and in decline) and
their corresponding skill, experience, and credential requirements:
o Mapping data at the national, state, WIB, or county levels to display where the jobs are
for any given occupation, skill, educational level, etc.
o Customized reports on specific types of jobs and skills most in demand, presented at
whatever level of detail the user specifies—all the way down to displaying actual jobs.
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Reports that highlight both those degrees and qualifications that are most often indicated
in advertisements for in-demand jobs and those degrees and qualifications most
associated with successful placement into in demand occupations.
Reports that highlight skills that are in demand by employers, that are expected to be
acquired by educational/degree level, that are unique to any given occupation, that
associated with higher salaries, and that are associated with areas of high growth and/or
stability.
Reports on the exact skills, qualifications, and certifications employers are asking for in
their postings—all broken out by specific type of job.
Regional Skill Gap Analysis that compares employer requirements in job postings with
skills of regional workers as reported through posted resumes. Provides specific regional
gaps between demand and supply, as broken out by skill, seniority, education-level,
O*NET, and NAICS. This includes a series of supply/ demand alignment reports,
comparing the number of currently open jobs requiring a given skill with the number of
available job seekers reporting experience in that skill.



Personalized tools for job seekers that identify and remedy specific skills gaps relative to the
work opportunities they seek.
o ResumeBuilder helps job seekers enunciate their transferable skills and describe their
work experiences without requiring them to write by generating a comprehensive,
personalized interview, drawn predictively from a library of over 25,000 yes/no
questions, about the specific experiences and skills the job seeker is likely to have
accrued based on the jobs they have held.
o Automated Job Referrals that evaluate potential matches based upon the fit between the
opportunity and the job seeker’s personal career path.
o Personalized Training Plan helps identify skills and credential gaps relative to the specific
job opportunities and design an effective, cost-effective training program that bridges
those skill gaps.



Resume analytic tools for employers:
o LensXRay implements robust resume parsing technology to read, understand, and
analyze resumes and job descriptions in most major document formats to normalize key
data, translate skills to a standardized dictionary, and deliver output in XML format or
mapped to customer database. As a result, candidates and recruiters are freed from
completing time-consuming forms and the expense and hassle of processing applications
is dramatically reduced.
o LensSearch analyzes millions of resumes to identify promising candidates, basing their
search on a job description, using specific criteria or skills, or with a model resume.
Unlike tools that just verify matches between skills and experiences in the resume and
those specified in the job description, the Predictive Matching engine uses powerful
statistical models to predict how likely a job is to fit the candidate's career path.

Economic Modeling Specialists Inc. (EMSI) www.economicmodeling.com provides labor market
information and economic analysis, via web tools and custom reports, by combining nearly 90 federal,
state, and private sources of data. Private sources include Indeed.com job-posting search engine. Updated
four times per year, the data is made available by county or ZIP code. Customers include workforce
boards, economic development organizations, government agencies, community colleges, universities,
and policy professionals. Products include
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Analyst is a web-based tool that provides in-depth, local employment data and analysis for
regional planners, researchers, and developers.



Career Coach is a web application for workforce development agencies and colleges to help their
clients find careers by providing current data on wages, employment, job postings, and associated
education and training for the targeted region.



Customizable economic analysis products include:
o Economic impact studies for higher education
o Industry cluster analysis
o State of the workforce (job growth/decline, location quotient, shift share, demographics)
o Return on investment analysis of training programs
o Labor pool composition and skill gap analysis
o Asset mapping
o Industry and occupation projections
o Economic impact scenarios
o Educational program gaps and surpluses



StrategicAdvantage produces presentation-ready reports in graphs, tables, and maps, consisting of
four components:
o Economic Forecaster provides users with current reports and projections for industries,
occupations, and demographics in a selected region. Hundreds of industries (2-5 digit
NACIS) and occupations (2-5 digit SOC) are available and results can be filtered and
organized using multiple criteria, such as number and percent change of jobs, education
level, and earnings.
o Career Pathways shows the skills imbedded in the workforce for every occupation in the
region, and reveals the transferability of unemployed, underemployed, or advancing
workers into potential occupations. With this tool, users can target their investments in
programs that assist workers transition from declining occupations to high-growth
occupations with similar skill requirements.
o Economic Impact provides a host of critical information about the health and possible
future directions of the regional economy using a robust, web-automated input/output
model. The module allows users to input growth or decline in jobs, earnings, and sales,
and view the ripple effects throughout industries.
o Educational Analyst helps regional workforce, education, and training professionals
access the information they need to plan for a region’s future knowledge and skill needs
by combining data on occupations and career clusters with information about postsecondary institutions, educational attainment, and high school graduations. The module
also connects occupations to post-secondary programs, allowing users to quickly assess
the regional labor market outlook for specific education programs.

Geographic Solutions www.geographicsolutions.com/arra_lmi.asp hosts websites for state LMI agencies
and virtual one-stops in several states. In addition, Geo Solutions recently developed a new analysis tool
that uses spidered job data to provide real time labor market analysis. The new system, National Labor
Market Analysis (NLMA), provides users of the system a method to inspect current labor market data and
trends.
IMPLAN http://implan.com provides software tools, region-specific data compiled from federal sources
to enable users to make in-depth examinations of state, multi-county, county, sub-county, and
metropolitan regional economies.
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Indeed www.indeed.com compiles an online database of job openings from career and job board
websites. Listings are free for job seekers and businesses to view; employers can purchase
ads and premium placements to increase their exposure. Indeed Job Trends presents a graphical depiction
of the number of job postings containing either user-defined keywords or recommended search terms.
Additionally, Indeed Job Trends offers information on the number of unemployed workers per job posting
in fifty metropolitan areas, a map tool which displays job postings per capita, quarterly rankings of
metropolitan areas based on the number of job postings per thousand people, and monthly major industry
trends.
Job Central www.jobcentral.com/ is an online job bank that draws listings from corporate members and
compiles with listings from nearly all state-run job banks. Listings are free for job seekers; employers pay
membership dues in order to post job openings. Hosted by DirectEmployers Association (DEA), a
nonprofit consortium of leading U.S. corporations, Job Central formed an alliance with the National
Association of State Workforce Agencies in 2007 (NASWA) to fill the role (of sorts) for a national labor
exchange after the Bush Administration closed down the federally funded America’s Job Bank that year.
Subject matter experts recommend re-making Job Central as America’s national labor exchange (Vollman
and Carnevale, 2009).
JobCentral is, effectively, a content (jobs) provider for smaller job boards, enabling member companies to
get their jobs viewed more frequently than they would be through a placement on the large commercial
boards (Monster, Career Builder, Hot Jobs), at a fraction of the cost. JobCentral draws jobs from 550
corporate members and from nearly all state job banks and distributes these listings out to more than
3,000 other job websites. These smaller job boards include one-stop career centers as well as college
career centers through an alliance with the National Association of Colleges and Employers. Collectively,
the JobCentral/NASWA
network of smaller boards and one stops gets more job seeker traffic than the big three job boards
combined. It average daily collection of job openings is as large as that contained in AJB during its life.
Through its partnership with NASWA, Job Central fulfills two purposes of America’s Job Bank:
recruitment and compliance. JobCentral created a VetCentral service to deliver jobs directly the local
offices of the public workforce system to serve the compliance needs of the member companies under the
Jobs for Veterans Act and the employment needs of the millions of veterans who use the public
employment system each year. Forty-seven states have signed agreements with DEA to share job
postings; One of the states who has not is Michigan because of political opposition to the posting of
contract jobs on Job Central.
Manpower Employment Outlook Survey (MEOS) www.manpower.com/press/meos.cfm is a
quarterly survey of over 72,000 public and private employers from 35 countries and territories, which
seeks to gauge the intentions of employers to increase or decrease their workforces in the upcoming
quarter. The report presents its seasonably-adjusted data in a number of contexts, including quarter-overquarter, year-over-year, regional, and international comparisons.
Monster.com www.monster.com/ is a commercial job bank, in which job seekers can view listings for
free and employers pay to post jobs and advertisements. Monster promotes itself as a lifelong career
network, providing access to companies, as well as interactive, personalized tools for job seekers:


Job seekers have access to career exploration and career mapping tools, job search assistance,
resume writing assistance, career advisors, and chat and message boards; Employers use Monster
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to post real-time job postings and company profiles, and to screen, route, and search resumes.


Monster also includes workforce and labor market information such as Personal Salary Report,
which helps job seekers and employers establish market value based on background, experience,
and job setting. The report provides data by industry, the size of company, and geographic
location. The report also provides data that correlates personal skills and experiences to earnings
potential for market salary data on more than 1,000 jobs. The data are updated monthly to stay
current as salary trends evolve. The data are presented in a 14-page report.

Regional Economic Models Inc. www.remi.com is used by state economic development and tax
revenue offices to produce econometric forecasts, which include employment projections at the industry
level.
Simply Hired www.simplyhired.com compiles an online database of job openings from job boards,
company pages, and online classified ads. Listings are free for job seekers and businesses to view;
employers can purchase ads and premium placements to increase their exposure. Simply Hired also
provides a Trends tool where users can view a graphical presentation of the frequency of job titles,
companies, skills and industries in the Simply Hired database.
The Transferable Occupation Relationship Quotient (TORQ)
www.workforceassociates.com/torq.html is an analytical tool developed by Workforce Associates, Inc.
that measures the transferability of workers from one occupation to another, ranging from 0 to 100.
TORQ applies information through O*NET to link occupations based on the abilities, skills, and
knowledge required by workers in a vast number of occupations. The TORQ systems enables workforce
development, economic development, education professionals, and other consumers to
 Evaluate transfers from one job to another in detail.
 Search the labor market area for sources of workers qualified to fill critical job openings.
 Explore promotion possibilities and career pathways from any occupation in the O*NET
database.


Analyze the occupations in an area with the top pay, highest growth potential, and other statistics.

Wanted Technologies www.wantedtech.com draws on online job postings from over 1,200 Internet job
banks to compile a database of unduplicated job postings, which form the basis of real-time employment
market information. Wanted Analytics applications www.wantedanalytics.com/tryit/ include:



Employer Listing: Create alerts and download fresh, highly-targeted lists of sales leads, ranked by
level of current hiring activity.




Job Listing: View job listings, receive email alerts and organize results




Hiring Demand Dashboard: View four years of job trends, filter results by multiple criteria, drill
down by company, occupation and location.
Contact Listing: Search real-time contact listings by employer, industry or occupation.
Supply/Demand Ratio: Map the top locations for more than 800 occupations, rank the best
occupations by location, and compare hiring demand to local labor supply.

Help Wanted Online www.conference-board.org/data/helpwantedonline.cfm is a monthly report
issued by the Conference Board that measures the number of new, first-time online jobs and jobs posted
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from the previous month on more than 1,200 major Internet job boards and smaller job boards that serve
niche markets and smaller geographic areas. It provides reasonably unduplicated longitudinal time series
of Internet job opening trends dating back to May 2005. With the August 1, 2008 release, HWOL began
providing seasonally adjusted data for the United States, the 9 Census regions and the 50 States.
Seasonally adjusted data for occupations was provided beginning with the August 1, 2009 release.
The underlying data provided by Wanted Technologies. HWOL measures real-time hiring demand by
geography and occupation, calculating a supply/demand rate comparing the supply of individuals looking
for work (those unemployed) to the demand for workers (jobs). The Conference Board has sold licenses
for using the series to several states, including Delaware, Florida, Oregon, Texas, and Washington.
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APPENDIX 3
Overview of highlighted federal initiatives. Information drawn from multiple sources.
Community Economic Development HotReports
The Employment and Training Administration (ETA), the Economic Development Administration
(EDA), the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) and the U.S. Census Bureau recently collaborated to
produce the Community Economic Development HotReport, which provides user-customized, detailed
information for local and regional areas on a wide variety of topics from a multitude of sources. The CED
HotReport searches a vast online network of public databases and knits together a series of interactive
web pages that incorporate calculations, maps, charts, text and tables on demand. Information comes from
a variety of sources including the Department of Labor's Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
and State Occupational Projections; the Department of Education's Common Core of Data and Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System; and from the Census Bureau's Local Employment Dynamics
(LED), Census 2000, American Community Survey, Population Estimates, and County Business Patterns.
Data are maintained and updated by the collecting agency. For a complete list of measures and sources,
see http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/datatools/doc/CED%20measures.pdf.
Healthcare Career Portal
The U.S. Department of Labor has awarded $6.6 million to the American Association of Community
Colleges (AACC) to fund development of Healthcare Virtual Career Platform (HVCP), due to be rolled
out spring 2011 for demonstration. HVCP will allow individuals to explore health care careers, select one
or more such careers as potential targets, assess their interest, aptitude, and readiness to pursue the career
and related training, determine any gaps, locate appropriate training (both remedial and occupation
specific), manage their own career development and lifelong learning process, and locate relevant job
openings.
The project brings together significant public domain resources, including a number of tools developed by
O*NET and information housed on Career One Stop, and develops new public domain content. The
project will assist the Department of Defense to bring its own vast inventory of training (basic skills and
occupation specific courseware) into the public domain and will also, through a partnership with ed2go
produce eight self-paced public domain versions of remedial and health care pre-requisite courses that are
now used as instructor-led courses in several hundred community colleges.
The platform will contain two major innovations – a Learning Exchange and a Career Management
Account designed to gather information on courses needed to pursue a healthcare career, deliver online
content, track ongoing career progress, and provide job match information.


The Learning Exchange will serve two major functions: 1) gather together course level detail on
all available remedial, pre-requisite and occupational program specific courses needed to pursue a
health care career, and 2) through an open source learning management system deliver certain
online content including public domain courses developed by ed2go and located in DOD
depositories.



The Career Management Account will become the single place where individuals can manage
their own career development from career exploration to finding a job. Both of these innovations
will be built so that they site can be easily modified to serve as a virtual career platform for other
sectors (e.g. advanced manufacturing) and all occupations.

Key Outcomes: These include (1) a comprehensive mapping of available resources with a gap analysis
that focuses the project on creating needed resources, (2) the design, development and operation of the
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open source virtual platform with an integrated training delivery system and user account function, (3) an
interface to available online learning from within DOD repositories, (4) the development of targeted
public domain remedial and occupation-specific learning content, (5) a train-the-trainer course and online
tutorial on the HVCP, (6) multiple completed training sessions and webinars that result in over 1,700
persons trained, and (7) a sustainability plan.
Key partners in the initiative include the National Association of Workforce Boards (NAWB) and
National Association of State Workforce Agencies (NASWA) to link to the public workforce system; the
Department of Defense and ed2go to provide learning content; XPAND and Minnesota’s ISEEK to
develop the platform; Direct Employers Association to provide job listings and expertise on search engine
optimization and content syndication; American Council on Education to adapt their credit
recommendation tool; Jobs for the Future to provide outreach to community and faith-based
organizations; American Dental Education Association’s “Explore Health Careers” to provide technical
assistance from an existing database of 120 health occupations. The project also has a health care careers
advisory group composed of representatives from employers (health care delivery systems, medical
equipment manufacturers, labs, etc.), health care education associations, health care professional
organizations, Category 2 grantees, and state/local public health officials.
LED 3-Year Expansion
The Census Bureau has proposed a three-year plan, FY2010-12, to ramp up data and use of LED (see
Appendix 1 for overview of LED program). To date, uncertain funding and resource shortages have
limited efforts to develop a comprehensive set of local economic indicators. The three-year plan will:


Leverage and extend to all states the Census Bureau’s pilot Local Employment Dynamics (LED)
program that longitudinally tracks employment and earnings for U.S. businesses and their
workers for most states;



Extend across all states the existing state-based worker database so that job flows can be tracked
nationally;



Expand coverage to federal workers;



Expand coverage to include businesses with no paid employees, which include many selfemployed business owners, and may be predecessor businesses for as many as a quarter of new
employer businesses;



Add new information on the characteristics of the workers, including race/ethnicity, education,
and, eventually, occupation;



Add new information on the characteristics of the businesses, such as age of the business,
organizational structure, and size of the firm;



Improve the timeliness of data releases and put all state data releases on the same schedule.

By the end of the initiative’s third year, LED will include about 150 million current workers, 26 million
current businesses (including about 19 million businesses with no paid employees), and 190 million
current jobs, or nearly all employers and workers in the United States, with employment histories of
current workers dating back to approximately 1990. Information with this much economic, demographic,
and geographic detail cannot be constructed from public-use data products.
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mySkills, myFuture http://myskillsmyfuture.org/,
The Employment and Training Administration launched mySkills, myFuture on September 6, 2010, as a
new electronic tool to help previously employed job seekers to match their occupational skills and
experiences with the skills needed in other occupations in order to make the career transition. Through the
site, an individual would be able to 1) use her/his previous employment experience to identify similar
occupations for which s/he may be qualified; 2) identify the skills s/he needs but lacks to qualify for a
specific job; 3) identify education, training and apprenticeship institutions where these skills can be
obtained; and 4) provide links to relevant job opportunities.
The new tool includes links to job banks and job openings; links to education and training courses,
apprenticeships, and certifications needed to qualify for the occupations that are identified; and highlights
high-growth and green occupations. The tool uses O*NET information to identify knowledge and skills
levels and gaps between occupations; it links to education and training programs listed through IPEDS as
well as national apprenticeship and licensure databases, to recommend options for filling an identified
skill gap; and provides BLS labor market information on employment projections and wages about
identified occupations. It draws on job postings through Job Central, of which 47 states are a part of.
mySkills, myFuture is a new component of the CareerOneStop website. There are future plans to allow
users to customize their skill profile for an occupation they have done by editing the knowledge and skill
levels returned by O*NET.
Occupational Classification
The Bureau of Labor Statistics is developing a new system for classifying occupations in the national
employment matrix. The categories would include 1) typical entry-level education, 2) previous work
experience in a related occupation, 3) state licensing, and 4) typical on-the-job training needed to obtain
competency in the occupation. In this way, users will more readily be able to view education, work
experience, and on-the-job training needs for a given occupation and whether the occupation is licensed
by a state.
State Labor Market Information Improvement grant program
The State Labor Market Information (LMI) Improvement grant program is supporting the research and
analysis of labor market data to assess economic activity in energy efficiency and renewable energy
industries and identify occupations within those industries. These grants invest in state and consortium
models designed to collect, analyze, and disseminate labor market information, and enhance the labor
exchange infrastructure for careers within energy efficiency and renewable energy industries. State
workforce agencies will use this workforce and labor market information and data as the foundation on
which to build and implement effective workforce development strategies. Multiple state workforce
agencies partnering as a consortium will use this program to conduct research that may potentially have a
regional, multi-state, or national impact.
These investments are designed to achieve the following outcomes:


The development of effective methods for estimating the impact on industry and occupational
employment resulting from implementation of green technologies.



The dissemination of research and data through outreach strategies that inform job seekers, the
public workforce system, education and training providers, and other organizations of the
occupational skills and growing needs of the energy efficiency and renewable energy industries.



The development of other related research that provides insight into the state regulatory
environment, an understanding of current programs of study and related credentials, and an
identification of capital investments in green industries.
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The posting of job openings to online job banks that will be highlighted for easy recognition as
green jobs by job seekers, as well as the highlighting or development of other online tools and
approaches that will encourage local residents to prepare for and apply for jobs being created in
their local area.

Among the state consortium projects, U.S. DOL awarded just under $4 million to the Northeast
Consortium, which is comprised of Vermont, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island, as well as Conference Board, Georgetown University Center on
Education and the Workforce, Direct Employer Association, National Association of State Workforce
Agencies, and National Labor Exchange partnership. The project aims to create a regionwide information
distribution web site, clear definitions of green occupations and green industries, autocoding of jobs and
firms based on green definitions, estimates for green jobs and industries produced quarterly, 6 to 12
month vacancy projections covering green and nongreen jobs, expanded information based on real time
analysis, a green employer list where green tags will be applied to the InfoUSA employer database, and
information to assist educators to design new and improved training. In order to determine real-time
demand and emerging skill requirements, the Consortium is contracting with Burning Glass to aggregate,
de-duplicate, and analyze online job postings to determine skill requirements, occupational demand, and
“greenness” of available jobs. To date, the Consortium has found that only about 1-2% of all jobs are in
“green” fields.
Tools for America's Job Seekers Challenge
The U.S. Department of Labor has compiled and posted a list of consumer-recommended job seeker tools
at www.careeronestop.org/jobseekertools. There are six categories of tools:
1. General Job Boards: These tools provide nationwide job listings for the public.
2. Niche Job Boards: These job boards are targeted to specific types of job seekers, occupations, or
locations.
3. Career Planning Tools: These tools are aimed at individuals who are switching careers, upgrading
skills, or entering the workforce.
4. Career Exploration Tools: Including tools for assessment tests, career coaching, industry
exploration, counseling services, and more.
5. Social Media Job Search: These sites use social media to list online job postings and other related
items.
6. Other Tools: Including tools for interview prep, labor market information, training grants, and
more.
To develop the toolkit, DOL invited entrepreneurs and organizations to submit descriptions of their tools.
Workforce system decision-makers and job seekers then were invited to explore, comment on, and
recommend tools. Over 16,000 users reviewed and recommended over 600 job search and career
advancement tools. Recommendations were tallied, and the top-rated sites in each of 6 categories are now
available at Careeronestop.org. All participating tools can also be viewed through the site.
Workforce Data Quality Initiative www.doleta.gov/grants/pdf/SGA-DFA-PY-09-10.pdf
The Employment and Training Administration is making available more than $12 million in a
competitive bid process to state workforce agencies to develop and use state workforce longitudinal
administrative data systems. The ETA issued the Solicitation for Grant Applications on May 17, 2010,
and set a deadline of August 16, 2010. ETA is expecting to announce winning states in October 2011.
ETA is put a request in the FY2011 budget for $137 million to expand the initiative.
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These state longitudinal data systems will, at a minimum, include information on programs that provide
training, employment services, and unemployment insurance and will be linked longitudinally at the
individual level to allow for analysis which will lead to enhanced opportunity for program evaluation and
better information for customers and stakeholders of the workforce system. Where such longitudinal
systems do not exist or are incipient, Workforce Data Quality Initiative grant funds may be used to design
and develop workforce data systems that are longitudinal and which are designed to link with relevant
education data or longitudinal education data systems. WDQI grant funds may also be used to improve
upon and more effectively use existing state longitudinal systems. This grant opportunity places an
emphasis on promoting improvements to the quality, range, and accessibility of workforce information.
Awards will be made to up to 12 states to develop these workforce longitudinal databases. Single state
applicants may qualify for up to $1 million and states applying as a multi-state consortium may qualify
for an award of up to $3 million. Each grantee will be expected to establish or enhance their workforce
longitudinal database, to conduct data analysis, and provide results to consumers and stakeholders within
the three-year grant period.
Through the longitudinal systems, states are expected to be able to track workers through education and
training to the workforce and out of the workforce. For instance, states should be able to report the type of
jobs that trainees obtained and the service provided to laid-off workers.
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APPENDIX 4
Local best practices in states outside Great Lakes region and other proposed initiatives. Information
drawn from multiple sources.
Job Vacancy Surveys are or have been conducted by several states on an annual, semi-annual, or less
frequent basis to assess the number of job vacancies in their workforce. In addition to vacancy and
retirement data, these surveys often include wage data. Analysis of these surveys illustrate the demand for
workers and skills required in the workforce. This information can be used by economic developers,
government leaders, educators, and state agencies to guide their decision making on issues related to
workforce development, vocational training, and employee recruitment programs.
Florida The state is on the forefront of using real-time analytic tools, including Help Wanted Online
(HWOL) and TORQ. The state LMI agency and local WIBs use Help Wanted Online to describe changes
to the economy, to connect job seekers to hiring leads, and to determine if sufficient numbers of job
seekers are being trained for high-demand occupations. In addition, the state LMI agency uses TORQ for
business recruitment and to assist job seekers in reemployment. For business recruitment purposes,
Florida conducts a labor supply study, in which occupational data is collected on potential job candidates
to determine if there is an available local workforce to fill jobs to be created. As a result of the study, an
employer located to Florida and create 180 jobs. For reemployment efforts, the state identifies
occupations of laid-off workers (through information gathered from employer and BLS data on
occupational staffing patterns); then, the state uses TORQ to develop a list of related occupations, and
identifies current demand for those occupations through an analysis of the state job bank and HWOL data.
The states automatically sends unemployment insurance claimants a tailored listing of job openings for
occupations they previously held. With the use of TORQ, the state is considering sending them job
listings in related occupations. Finally, Florida is considering the use of TORQ to facilitate on-the-job
training contracts: First, the state would use TORQ to assess skill gaps of job seekers; Second, the state
would search employer databases to contact potential employers who could fill skill gaps; and, Third, the
state would establish OJT contracts with employer using TORQ skills gap analysis and specify their
contract payments based on the attainment of skill gap goals.
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Images depicting Florida’s use of TORQ:
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Iowa SkillShed Analysis
Iowa Bureau of Regional Research and Analysis
(www.iowaworkforce.org/lmi/labsur/researchbureau.htm) conducts regional Skillshed studies to identify
the current skill and knowledge level of a regional workforce and the occupations and skills in demand by
current and prospective employer. The study then analyzes gaps between supply and demand and how
workers can be prepared to fill them. The state uses O*NET occupational cluster analysis (work activities,
knowledge, and skills) to determine whether a region’s workforce is doing similar work to in-demand
occupation and what additional education or training they may need to fill those open positions. In order
to collect pertinent information, the research bureau conducts:


Labor Shed Study every two years www.iowaworkforce.org/lmi/labsur/index.html: Phone
interviews with a random sample of workers, 18-64, by region as defined by commuting patterns,
to their identify skills and knowledge, availability and willingness to change employment within
the workforce, current and desired occupations, wages, hours worked and distance willing to
commute to work. Laborshed studies provide community economic developers and existing or
prospective employers a tool to understand the local labor market and make informed expansion
and site selection decisions. The studies are funded by fee for service from cities, counties,
economic development agencies, chambers of commerce, etc.



Workforce Needs Assessment every year www.iowaworkforce.org/lmi/labsur/vacancy.htm: Job
vacancy survey of a sample of 8,000 employers across Iowa, stratified by company size, region,
and industry. Survey gathers the following information about vacancies: education required,
experience needed, wages, and length to fill. Employers are asked to provide information
regarding both their current level of employment and their current and expected job vacancies.
This information is used by economic developers, government agencies, employers, and
departments of education to guide their decision making on issues related to workforce
development, vocational training, and employee recruitment programs. Survey is funded through
the Governor’s 10% WIA Discretionary money.

The Bureau produces customized Skills Shed analysis reports for local areas on a fee for service basis.
The Bureau was formed in recent years and is required by law to do “labor availability” studies. The
Bureau has a staff of 14 who are skilled in data analysis, marketing, and customer service. Iowa is now
teaming up with the states of Nebraska, Missouri, and Indiana, as well as the city of Peoria, Illinois, to
construct a framework and methodology for reproducing the Skillshed analysis using available data
sources. The report is under review through the Midwest Innovation Initiative (see Appendix 4 for more
information about the initiative).
Maine: The state is on the cutting edge of real-time LMI analysis through the use of Help Wanted Online,
Wanted Analytics, and Burning Glass. The analysis is released as part of the state’s regular
communications on the labor market. Through HWOL, the state compares monthly changes in online job
posts to number of workers employed. Through Burning Glass, Maine extracts skill requirements from
job ads to determine the number of job openings requiring a specified education, training, or certificate; in
addition, the state is able to categorize job openings by occupation, which, as a low-population state, it
cannot do through federally-sponsored statistical programs. Maine compares real-time LMI data to
unemployment insurance records to assess skill mismatches of claimants to available jobs (whether or not
they had been working in an occupation or industry that is experiencing job growth). The state is currently
assessing the reliability of real-time LMI data, by comparing it to federally-sponsored data (OES, JOLTS,
and LED New Hires), to determine whether online job posts are a representative sample of industries and
occupations surveyed.
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Maine uses of real-time LMI analysis
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Occupational Group
Healthcare Practitioner & Technical Occupations
Computer & Mathematical Science Occupations
Legal Occupations
Business & Financial Operations Managers
Life, Physical, & Social Science Occupations
Architecture & Engineering Occupations
Community & Social Services Occupations
Sales & Related Occupations
Healthcare Support Occupations
Personal Care & Service Occupations
Arts, Design Entertainment, Sports, & Media Occs
Protective Service Occupations
Food Preparation & Serving Related Occupations
Office & Administrative Support Occupations
Management Occupations
Education, Training, & Library Occupations
Installation, Maintenance, & Repair Occupations
Building & Grounds Cleaning & Maintenance Occs
Transportation & Material Moving Occupations
Farming, Fishing, & Forestry Occupations
Production Occupations
Construction & Extraction Occupations
Total
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Claimants Job Postings Ratio
682
3,895
0.2
306
1,340
0.2
90
132
0.7
641
814
0.8
165
193
0.9
462
536
0.9
593
634
0.9
2,575
2,751
0.9
904
918
1.0
658
654
1.0
410
315
1.3
257
186
1.4
1,888
1,203
1.6
4,715
2,519
1.9
2,345
1,232
1.9
897
401
2.2
1,437
559
2.6
979
374
2.6
2,243
819
2.7
385
69
5.6
4,293
567
7.6
3,771
320
11.8
30,806
20,449
1.5
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Jan‐June 2010 Job Postings, New ads without duplicates
by month, by source
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Sub-BA Technical Training Sector:
Jobs for the Future is working with states to improve the productivity and performance of their sub-BA
occupational training programs. Among the strategies undertaken, JFF is planning to convene a
workgroup of 5-7 states in 2010-2011 to pilot a set of new technology-based and organizational solutions
to help states, their institutions, and regional workforce partners secure more accurate and timely labor
market information to better match sub-BA technical investments to market demands and high-quality
employment opportunities. In particular, the working group plans to:



Conduct a SWOT analysis of the methods used to assess labor market demand for technical
program graduates in order to identify the most glaring gaps and promising practices.



Pilot test promising technology-based solutions, e.g., new data-mining software programs
developed by Burning Glass. Both provide real-time measures of local and regional labor market
demand for specific occupations.



Pilot test web-based survey tools to get quick and standardized feedback from program graduates
and employers to ensure program quality and graduate contribution to the workforce.



Design and disseminate ways to make better use of current state unemployment insurance (UI)
databases to monitor and evaluate program performance.

Identify some of the most effective organizational feedback systems used by European systems and by
high-performing training organizations to collect timely industry information on employment trends that
can be adapted for use by states.
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APPENDIX 5
Supporting information for research methodology, including interview list, questionnaire, and annotated
bibliography
Interview list:
 LMI Directors from Great Lake States
o Illinois: Evelina Loescher (7/2)
o Indiana: Allison Leeuw (acting director) (7/16)
o Michigan: Richard Waclawek (7/1)
o Minnesota: Steve Hine (7/6)
o Ohio: Keith Ewald (7/14)
o Wisconsin: Nelse Grundvig (7/16)


Other State LMI Directors and Staff Researchers
o Maine: John Dorrer (7/1)
o Iowa: Paula Nissen (8/5)



Subject Matter Experts
o Sue Goldberger (Burning Glass staff, formerly with JFF) (9/13)
o Ken Poole (LMI Training Institute) (7/16)
o Andrew Reamer (Brookings) (7/19)
o Richard Sheir (former Ohio official; co-developer of Job Coach) (6/2)
o Jeff Strohl (Georgetown) (8/11)
o Jim Vollman (consultant, former DOL official) (9/13)
o Gary Yakimov (former DOL official) (5/27)

Presentations made at Brookings Institution event (September 27, 2010)
 State Longitudinal Data Systems
o Tate Gould, NCES
o Steve Wandner, ETA
o David Stevens, University of Baltimore
 Local Employment Dynamics
o Ron Jarmin, Census
 Occupational Information
o Dixie Sommers, BLS
 mySkills, myFuture
o Anthony Dais, ETA
 Healthcare Career Portal
o David Morman, American Association of Community College
 Florida LMI
o Rebecca Rust, Florida Labor Market Statistics Center
 Maine LMI
o John Dorrer, Maine Center for Workforce Research and Information
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Questionnaire:
Questionnaire for LMI directors in Joyce Region
(last revised June 13, 2010)
Prepared and conducted by David Altstadt Consulting
Tools to assist job seekers and employers seeking to hire
Job listings
1. Source: What is the source of job openings that are posted online? Is it: a “closed” job bank (e.g.
state job bank, Monster.com)? Or does it aggregate job listings from multiple sources (e.g.
indeed.com, simplyhired.com, employon.com, Help Wanted Online/Wanted Technologies)? Or,
do you offer both?
2. Quality: Are there known gaps in job listings (i.e. only list jobs by employers who register on job
bank; aggregated listings miss job openings not posted online, including through union halls)?
What, if any, measures are you taking to fill gaps? Are there duplicates? How real-time are job
openings listed? Is there a mechanism to take down duplicates and jobs that have been filled in a
timely manner? What other quality control processes do you have in place? Do you evaluate the
use of the system by consumers (job seekers, employers, local workforce entities, etc.)?
3. Analysis: Do you analyze job listings to (1) quantify/estimate available jobs by occupations,
industries, regions, etc.; (2) quantify jobs in emerging occupations/industries, such as green; (3)
improve understanding of skill requirements for occupations; or (4) uncover skill mismatches
within regional labor markets, for specific occupations or industries? Do you use analysis of job
listings to inform labor market projections? How has this changed the role/your use of traditional
BLS data/survey products in analyzing trends? What do you do with the analysis of job listings?
Please identify products and/or users of analysis.
4. Functionality: What types of functions can the job seeker and employer do on the job listings
system? In what ways can job searches be narrowed (by occupation, industry, skill/education
level, region, wage)? Does the user have access to analysis on job/skill trends (see above)? Can
job seeker post a resume? If so, is there a system for attaching resumes to specific job
applications? Can/do employers browse through posted resumes? Do you have the ability to
conduct a gap analysis of skills listed on resume vs. skills required by jobs (e.g. Monster.com)?
What have you done with this gap analysis?
5. Cost: Is your job listing system developed internally or by a third-party provider? What is the
cost of developing and operating the system? How is it funded? If contracted, do you pay
additional maintenance? Can the system be customized?
6. Other thoughts: Are you satisfied with the system? What do you wish you had or that the job
listing system could do? How would this help your client base?

Career Information
1. Purpose: Do you have an online career information system?
2. Type/source/breadth of data: What sort of career information do you present (wage,
current/projected openings, skill requirements, etc.)? What is the geographic level of data (state,
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region, county, and/or city?) What is the source(s) of data (government, job listing, and/or
nongovernmental sources, like e.g. Economic Modeling Specialist, inc.)? Do you incorporate
other forms of government data aside from BLS, such as Local Employment Dynamics/Quarterly
Workforce Indicators?
3. Quality: How real-time is the career information system? What would it take to make career
information more real-time?
4. Audience: Who is the targeted user of online system (public, private institutions, individuals
etc.)? How do they use the data? Do you evaluate the use by consumers?
5. Cost: Is your career information system developed internally or by a third-party provider? What
is the cost of developing and operating the system? How is it funded? If contracted, do you pay
additional maintenance? Can the system be customized?
Skill assessment/matching
1. Do you have an online skill assessment/matching tool?
2. Source: If so, is it based on ONET data and/or other sources?
3. Functionality: How does the system work? How does it identify occupations/industries for
which jobseeker could be qualified for or may be interested in? Do you use TORQ? Would you
like to? Is your system connected to job listings? Can the individual create a resume using these
categories? Do you track match rates by quarter/anum? If so, what are they? How, if at all, is the
skill assessment/matching tool tied to (or make referrals to) services offered by one-stop career
centers?
4. Cost: Is the skill assessment/matching system developed internally or by a third-party provider?
What is the cost of developing and operating the system? How is it funded? If contracted, do you
pay additional maintenance? Can the system be customized?
Education listings
1. Does your state have a database of education and training offerings?
2. Source: If so, is the system based on The Integrated Post-Secondary Education Data System? If
not, what is the source/how is the educational information gathered?
3. Quality/functionality: How does the system work? How frequently are the education/training
listings updated? Are the listings zip-coded? Is the education listings system tied into skill
assessment, career information, and/or job listings?
4. Cost: Is the education listing system developed internally or by a third-party provider? What is
the cost of developing and operating the system? How is it funded? If contracted, do you pay
additional maintenance? Can the system be customized?
Integrated systems
1. Is job listing system connected to other web-based tools, such as career information, skill/career
assessments, and/or education/training program listings? Per job? Explain how connected? What
elements are connected? If not, what would it take?
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2. Is the data/services used to help specific populations become re-employment (e.g. UI recipients,
WIA-eligible individuals, etc.)?
3. What do you think are the most exciting innovations in this field?
Federal support
1. How have the feds already supported your efforts in job listings, career information, and/or
education listings? What more do you wish the feds would do?
2. What do you plan to do with our data system with the newly awarded State Longitudinal Grants?
(not Indiana)
3. (To states that were awarded green jobs grants from ETA) Are you leveraging Green Jobs Grant
monies to innovate your LMI?
4. Do you plan to apply for the current grant opportunity with USDOL, the Workforce Data Quality
Initiative (WDQI)? If yes, what will be the focus of your application?
5. Have other/any stimulus monies enabled innovation or change to your systems?
6. How do you plan to sustain innovations being capitalized through one-time grants?
Local/regional efforts
1. Do you know of any local Workforce Investment Boards or other local/regional entities that have
their own innovative data systems for job listings, career information, and/or education listings?
If so, explain.
2. What would it take to scale up those systems to a state level?
3. What would it take to initiate greater collaboration across Great Lakes states?
General LMI department questions:
1. What is the annual budget of the state LMI department?
2. Number of staff? Has staffing/budget gone up, down, or stayed relatively stable over the last few
years? What is driving that change?
3. How many staff members support web-based tools for job listings, career information, education
listings (including the collection and analysis of data)?
4. What are you doing to prepare/develop LMI staff to handle new data systems and demands for
more sophisticated analytics (that are outside of the standard BLS requirements)?
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This two-page abstracts outlines the Healthcare Virtual Career Platform to be developed by the
American Association of Community Colleges and partners.
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including Administrative Data Research and Evaluation Project.
Healthcare Virtual Career Platform to Deliver Virtual Career Exploration Services, Including
Healthcare Careers: Solicitation for Grant Application. U.S. Department of Labor Employment and
Training Administration. April 7, 2010: www.doleta.gov/grants/pdf/SGA-DFA-PY-09-09.pdf.
Solicitation for Grant Applications for approximately $13.2 million in grant funds authorized by
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 for projects that use virtual servicedelivery models to promote career opportunities in the healthcare sector. This Solicitation
provides applicants with the option to choose from two categories to submit a single grant
application. These categories are: Category 1—Healthcare Virtual Career Platform (HVCP) and
Category 2—Enhancing the Ability of Community- and Faith-Based Organizations to Deliver
Virtual Career Exploration Services, Including Healthcare Careers. SGA describes tools to be
included in winning project.
Catalogue of Workforce Information Sources: Decision Making Assistance For Workforce and Economic
Development. U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration: February 2010:
www.doleta.gov/programs/pdf/environmental-scan-report-final.pdf
The Catalogue of Workforce Information Sources, first developed by the Employment and
Training Administration in 2004, identifies private and public workforce and labor market
information. The intent of this catalogue is to better inform various information consumer groups
including workforce, talent, and regional economic development specialists, education and
training planners, and public policy makers about the large quantity of quality workforce and
labor market information available to them. The catalogue is not intended to be a comprehensive
encyclopedia or exhaustive inventory of all that is being produced at the federal, state, and local
levels.
Vollman, James and Anthony Carnevale. National Broadband Plan: Broadband Access for All
Americans; Facilitating an Efficient and Effective Labor Market. October 2009:
Provides an overview of federal labor market information and career information tools and
proposes core elements of a 21st Century Career Development System
U.S. Census Bureau Budget Estimates As Presented To Congress: FY 2010. Local Employment
Dynamics Program (see pages 64-76). May 2009:
www.census.gov/aboutus/FY_2010_Congressional_Submission.pdf.
Overview of Census plans to expand data and use of LED program.
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State Labor Market Information Improvement Grants: Summaries of Consortium Awards. U.S.
Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration. (2009):
http://www.doleta.gov/pdf/GreenJobs.pdf (see page 34-49).
Description of state LMI improvement grant objectives and proposals for each of the state
consortia.
Dierdorff, Erich et al. Greening of the World of Work: Implications for O*NET®-SOC and New and
Emerging Occupations. North Carolina State University. February 2009:
www.onetcenter.org/dl_files/Green.pdf.
This report summarizes the recent research to investigate the impact of green economy activities
and technologies on occupational requirements in an effort to determine their impact on current
O*NET-SOC occupations and to identify new and emerging (N&E) occupations that may be
considered as potential candidates for inclusion in the O*NET-SOC system. The report is
organized in three sections. Section I describes the occupational implications of the green
economy and its associated activities and technologies. Section II focuses on important
occupational staffing implications within different sectors of the green economy. Section III
describes the methodology and results of this research, including identification of current
O*NET-SOC occupations impacted by the green economy and specific green economy N&E
occupational candidates.
Cortright, Joseph and Andrew Reamer. Socioeconomic Data for Understanding Your Regional Economy:
A User’s Guide. U.S .Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration. 1998:
http://econdata.net/pdf/uguide.pdf.
The User's Guide is a comprehensive and easy-to-use reference for both novices and experienced
data users to find and use economic statistics. The heart of the User's Guide is a thorough
explanation of the principal data series used for analyzing the performance and structure of local
economies, on topics such as population, income and earnings, employment and unemployment,
cost of living, and exports. For each series, the User's Guide lists specific measures, time frame,
geographic detail, methodology, means to accessing the data, and staff contacts. The User's
Guide also gives overviews of key statistical agencies, points to data intermediaries who can help
you get the data you need, discusses approaches to using data, provides references for further
self-education, and lists important data sources to put in your library.
Vollman, James et al. America’s Labor Market Information System. A report to Congress by the United
States Department of Labor. July 1995.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Employment and Training Administration collaborated
on this mandatory report to Congress to provide an overview of the current labor market
information systems and to present a vision for an integrated, consumer-driven system.
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APPENDIX 6
Overview of LMI associations and networks.
Association of Public Data Users www.apdu.org
APDU, a national network of public data producers, disseminators, and users, provides a mechanism to
share news and concerns and advocate on behalf of public data users. The association is committed to
helping users identify public data that meet their needs and apply those data in cost-effective and
appropriate ways, establishing effective two-way communication between data producers and users, and
bringing the perspectives and concerns of public data users to bear on important issues of government
information and statistical policy.
Data Users Advisory Committee www.bls.gov/bls/duac.htm
According to its charter, which expired November 2009, the Committee provides advice to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics from the points of view of data users from various sectors of the U.S. economy, including
the labor, business, research, academic, and government communities, on technical matters related to the
collection, tabulation, and analysis of the Bureau's statistics, on its published reports, and on the broader
aspects of its overall mission and function.
Federal Economic Statistics Advisory Committee www.bls.gov/bls/fesac.htm
On September 15, 2010, the U.S. Department of Commerce announced the establishment of and intention
to recruit new members of a Federal Economics Statistics Advisory Committee, to be housed in the
Economics and Statistics Administration. Previously, the Committee operated under BLS.
The Committee is expecting to provide technical assistance to multiple federal agencies (the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, the U.S. Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics) on statistical methodology
and other technical matters related to the collection, tabulation, and analysis of Federal economic
statistics. The Committee will report to the Under Secretary for Economic Affairs who, as head of ESA,
will coordinate and collaborate with the Agencies.
Important aspects of the Committee's responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
a. Recommending research to address important technical problems arising in Federal economic
statistics.
b. Identifying areas in which better coordination of the Agencies' activities would be beneficial.
c. Establishing relationships with professional associations with an interest in Federal economic
statistics.
d. Coordinating, in its identification of agenda items, with other existing academic advisory committees
chartered to provide agency-specific advice, for the purpose of avoiding duplication of effort.
The Committee will consist of approximately fourteen members, including economists, statisticians,
survey methodologists, and behavioral scientists.
LMI Training Institute www.lmiontheweb.org
The Labor Market Information (LMI) Training Institute delivers training and information programs for
LMI professionals and users. The consortium has been administered by The South Carolina Employment
Security Commission (1995-2004), the Virginia Employment Commission (2004-2008), and the Missouri
Department of Development (2008-present). Missouri has outsourced the management to The Council
for Community and Economic Research.
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Midwest Innovation Initiative
www.workandeconomy.org/currentprojects/mwinnovationinitiative.html
The Midwest Innovation Initiative convenes workforce development and economic development
professionals, labor market researchers, legislators, and other stakeholders to develop regional
development strategies, build collaborations of local and state economic and workforce development
agencies, and advance research and development investments. The initiative, initially funded through a
dislocated worker pilot project by the Employment and Training Administration, is led by the Great Lakes
Employment and Training Association (www.gleta.org); the grant recipient is Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic Development; The Institute for Work & the Economy
(www.workandeconomy.org) is responsible for project management. The Midwestern Legislative
Conference of the Council of State Governments is affiliated with the project. The work is through a
series of commissioned papers, regional conferences and workshops drawing on experts from the
Midwest, on research by universities and research organizations in the region, on projects such as Great
Lakes Economic Initiative of the Brookings Institution, and on other experts.
Workforce Information Council www.workforceinfocouncil.org
The Workforce Information Council is comprised of officials from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
state LMI directors elected by their peers to represent each of the 10 Department of Labor regions. The
Council plans, guides, and oversees the nationwide workforce information system. Policy Councils are
formed to make recommendations to carry out improvements in the BLS cooperative statistical programs.
In addition, standing or temporary work groups are formed to assist in research or development on
specific topics for improvement of the workforce information system.


Policy Councils:
o Occupational Employment Statistics Policy Council
o Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages Policy Council
o Current Employment Statistics Policy Council
o Local Area Unemployment Statistics and Mass Layoff Statistics Policy Council



Current and recent work groups:
o Green Jobs Study Group (current)
o State Employment Dynamics Partnership (recently completed)
o Job Vacancy Statistics Users Group (recently completed)
o Benefits Survey Users Group (recently completed)

Workforce Information Innovation Network
Employment and Training Administration (ETA) launched the Workforce Information Innovation
Network (WIN-WIN) initiative in the spring of 2008 to convene LMI producers and consumers in an
effort to advance the application and integration of data, analysis, and research for decision making in
regional development. The ETA-appointed steering committee has developed a charter, held thought
leader forums, produced a best-practice report, and have plans to build a web presence to share practices.


The Charter identifies the following tasks of the network:
o Identify demonstrated practices and partnerships that have made effective use of data,
analysis, and research in shaping critical regional development decisions and strategies,
and identify industry leaders who can add to the knowledge base.
o Inventory other groups and networks that already exist to learn from their experiences,
and determine where there are commonalities of purpose
o Share practices, methods, and techniques that help to facilitate and improve the
application and integration of data, analysis, and research among data producers and
consumers.
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Encourage and promote capacity building and skill development on the part of data
producers and consumers to make better use of established data sources and new tools
and technology that support analysis and research.
Reengage funding sources of data, systems, and organizational capabilities in a dialogue
that will strengthen federal-state-private partnerships and achieve better alignment for
strategy, systems, and resource development.



Thought Leader Forums/Listening Sessions convened nearly 100 participants in nine sessions,
including staff and leadership from state and local LMI shops, workforce investment boards,
chambers of commerce, universities and community colleges, the Federal Reserve Bank, rural
concentrated employment programs, manufacturing extension centers, and economic
development agencies and organizations. The sessions provided an opportunity to discuss what
was working, system deficiencies, and ways of bridging the identified gaps.



Six Case studies of exemplary LMI programs were conducted and published in the WIN-WIN
commissioned report by Holm, Bergman and Prince, 2010.
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APPENDIX 7
Recent proposals for improving job data and tools.

Blueprint for the Federal Labor Market Statistics (Reamer, 2010)
1. Demand-driven through:



better data—in terms of the availability of dynamic data that indicates the outcomes of
education and job decisions; coverage of topics, firms, and workers; detail by industry,
occupation, and geographic; accuracy; frequency and timeliness of data releases;
accessibility on the web



web-based data analysis tools that facilitate decision-making through integrating and
adding value to data



increased the capacity of statistical agencies, particularly at the state level, to serve users
and their advisers

2. Adequate appropriations. To realize a demand-driven statistical system, annual funding
should expand by $300 million, including a substantial increase in funding to the state LMI
agencies. Addressing labor market participant needs requires sufficient funds.
3. Appropriate organization and governance.



clear division of roles and responsibilities and productive interagency relationships—
among the federal agencies responsible for workforce and education data and between
these agencies and the state LMI agencies and state and local education organizations



regular communications with representatives of data users—so that agencies maintain an
understanding of user needs and benefit from ideas about product improvements



synergistic relationships with private sector providers to gain access to administrative
data, e.g., aggregated data from job board postings and encourage web-based tools that
add value to labor market data.



a culture that encourages innovation and risk-taking—within federal agencies and state
LMI and education agencies in the service of meeting decision-maker needs.



coordinated congressional appropriations and oversight— reflecting an understanding
that the agencies under the purview of individual committees are elements of a larger
system

A 21st Century Career Development System (Vollman and Carnevale, 2009)
A web-based system for supporting a worker’s career development would have the following key
components:
1. National Labor Exchange—lists job openings found through the real-time LMI process.
2. National Learning Exchange—identifies available courses to fill skills gaps.
3. National Career Information Network—provides occupational information, data, and
projections and a skills profile and gap analysis tool that, based on an individual’s resume,
identifies needed skills and abilities, and associated coursework, to advance in career.
4. National Social and Human Services Locator—identifies employment and training
services available.
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5. Career Management Account—a worker’s personal website that integrates information and
data from the above sources, assists in developing a career plan, builds resumes, and helps
manage the job search and advancement process and the education and training process.
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